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Oric-1, 
Spectrum, 

2X81, 

Best seller 
charts for: 
Spectrum, 
VIC, 2X81 
Dragon 

NOW A BETTER 
DEAL FOR BUYERS 

You will be able 10 
trust in what sales 
about compu ys the 
Computer Trade Association 
which is s up a training 
scheme: 

Concerned about com 
plaints, members plan to en 
courage classes at technical col- 
leges and award ates and 
diplomas 

Secretary Nigel Backhurst 
ses will not 

t more 
aff say 

said 
teach t 

¢ those 
selling better 
technical background so that 
they can give a better service to 

scheme, due to 
be discussed at a CTA meeting 
next week, would be self 
financing with an exam fee of 
£5-10. 

Mr Blas 
more than 30-complaints about 
misleading advice given in some 
chain stores, although two large 
chains stressed their thorough 
training for staff 

As ‘a te 
number of stc 
that compute 
amon sales 
widely 

Since a report in Home 
Computing Weekly 
Backhurst has been 

he toured a 
s and found 
knowledge 
taff varied 

A micro for the poet 
A hundred poems by computer 
in seven hours — that was the 

goal of Dave Mori 
puter poetry marathon. 

Seated at an Apple in the 
window of Books Etc in Lon 
don's Charing Cross Road, he 
said: ve already written two 
plays, several articles and 100 
pages of a novel on a computer. 

d away from the idea at 
first — it seemed too remote 
But now I enjoy it because it's 

"s com 

easier. I wouldn’t write a novel 
with a typewriter. You can 
make the changes so much 
quicker by computer.”” 

Dave an American who 
usually works as a computer 
typesetter in Iowa City, was 
writing the poems to publicise 
his book Cartoon Poems, which 
came out on May 9. He's now 
working on a new book Com- 

Continued on page 5 

by two retail training officers 
who spoke of their difficulties 
in providing a general 
background in computing to 
their staff 

And two technical colleges 
offered to run part-time 
courses. 

Now the CTA has in mind 
inviting more colleges to run 
courses to improve the com- 
puter knowledge of sales peo- 
ple. 

The association would 
check the syllabuses and make 
two-stage awards. One would 
be a diploma, equivalent to a 
C.S.E. and there would be a 
certificate for more advanced 
knowledge, 

Association chairman 
Tony Shiel, of Knot Kom- 
puting, said the type of queries 
sales staff should be able to 
answer included the difference 
Continued on page 3 

DEMON DRIVER @ £5.95 each 

LUNAR RESCUE @ £5.95 each 
SPACE ASSAULT @ £5.95 each 

(For 3K & 8K VIC-20) 
APPLEBUG/CRAZY CLIMBER (2 pack) 

@ £5.95 each 

NUCLEAR ATTACK/GRAND PRIX 
(2 pack) @ £5.95 each 

HEARTS & DIAMONDS/HI-LO (2 pack) 
@ £5.95 each 

VIC-20 MACHINE CODE MONITOR 
@ £14.95 each 

Best for software — every week 



THE COBRA 

UANTUM 

Why pay more when you can use 
your Sinclair*to tie into a 
mainframe and/or networks with 
the COBRA RS 232 
COMMUNICATION INTERFACE. 
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE £& 4 50 
AT 2 

COMPLETE KIT 
INCLUDING MANUAL £30. 00 

juitable for use with Sinclair ZX81 or Spectrum 

(Specify when ordering) | 
COBRA Technology Ltd., 378 Caledonian Rd., Islington, LondonN11DR 

Manufacturers of Quality Micro Technology Peripherals "<¥" 
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QUEST 
‘THE BLACK HOLE’ 
Highest score received 
to date 963 by Darren 

Gerald of Christchurch, 
Dorset. 

Continued from front page 

Tony Shiel — better deal for 
buyers 
between computer languages, 
what high-resolution means and 
the difference between eight-bit 
and 16-bit micros. 

Mr Shiel, who said he ad- 
mired the training Tandy gave 
to its staff, also wanted sales 
people taught about the legal 
side of retailing — not to make 
claims which the computers 
could not live up to. 
Computer Trade Association, 
108 Margaret Street, Coalville, 
Leics LE6 2LX 

eee 
New for 
the 64 

Commodore is bringing out a 
compiler and an extended ver- 
sion of BASIC for its 64 com- 
pute 

Petspeed 64, bought from 
Oxford Computer Systemis for 
an estimated £100,000, is a 
four-pass compiler which is 
reckoned to generate code run- 
ning up to 20 times faster than 
the original BASIC program. 

And Simons BASIC, nam- 

ed afte the writer David 
Simons, adds 114 instructions, 

including RENUMber, and is 
said to give easy access to col- 
our and sprite commands, 

Both will cost £50 and are 
due to go on sale for the 4th In- 
ternational Commodore Com- 
puter Show, at the Cunard 
Hotel, Hammersmith, on June 
9-11. 
Commodore Business Machines 
(Ul 675 Ajax Avenue, 
Slough, Berks SL1 4BG 
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NEW FREE 
CATALOGUES 

The best for 
Spectrum or ZX81. 

Call 24 hours, give nami 
address, computer. 

01-789 8546 
Software Supermarket 

BBC gives 
first aid to 
chemists 

The BBC Micro will be giving 
chemists some first aid, thanks 
to a new package from John 
Richardson Computers. 

By the end of this year, 
chemists will be required to 
print all the lables on the drugs 
they issue instead of writing 
them out by hand. 

Using the BBC connected 
up to a printer and disk drive, 
they can print up to 2,000 dif 
ferent types of drugs and hun 
dreds of different doses — as 
well as keeping track of their 
stocks of drugs 

To do this, though, the 
BBC has to be upgraded to 96K 
using a special expansion 
board, which John Richardson 
believes is the first board of this 
size ever to be used in a 
microcomputer. 

But at the end of the day, 
the upgraded micro can still be 
unplugged and taken home for 
an evening of programming or 
games playing 
John Richardson Computers, 
Unit 337, Walton Summit, 
Bamber Bridge, Preston, Lanes 
PR6 8AR 

Rent a 
Spectrum 

Sinclair Research has welcomed 
a lending library...for com- 
puters. 

Gloucester library has 
bought 12 of the company's 
Spectrums for borrowers who 
leave a £50 deposit and pay £10 
for two weeks. 
A Sinclair spokesman said: 

“It seems like a good idea. It 
can only encourage more people 
to take an interest in com- 
puting.” 

The scheme is run by 
Gloucester County Council's 
technical services department 
outside normal library hours, 
‘on Fridays between $.30pm and 
8pm. If successful, it will spread 
to other libraries. 
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WINDOW ON ANOTHER WORLD 



Lowdown on 
the U.S. 
software 
game 

‘If you like to read interesting and informative books on com- 
puters and related subjects, you will want to write to these peo- 
ple. dilithium Press (the lower case d is correct) is one of the best 
Anown quality small publishers around. Here is @ very small 

Make Money With Your Microcomputer; TRS-80 Color Pro- 
grams (for the Color Computer); plus lots more. 

‘One nice feature is that software for their books is usually 
available, saving you the trouble and aggravation of having to 
key it in yourself. The other nice thing is shat most of their 
books cost less than $16, Write for a catalog. dilithium Press, 
P.O, Box 606, Beaverton Oregon 97075. 

From Abacus Software comes a line of interesting tems for the 
Vic, Commodore 64, and the Pet. Among the 20 or so items in 
their product line, these caught my immediate attention: Vic 
Teny Pilot, the interactive educational language, $17.95; Pet 
Tiny Pascal, $39.95; Tiny Basic Compiler, $19.95; and Cribbage 
(the card game) for $14.95. If you write to them they will send 
you a free catalog. 

For your information, they charge $3.00 for postage and 
handling ‘elsewhere’ and accept U.S. dollars by check, inter- 
national money order, Access or Barclaycard. Write to them. 
They are ready for you. Abacus Software, P.O. Box 7211, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510, (616) 241 S510. 

Having @ hard time remembering all those details about your| 
ZX-81? Now there is a 10-page reference’ card available o) 
particular interest to ownersof the ZX-81 (we callitthe Timex 1000)| 
The information on the card covers BASIC commands and| 
functions, special commands, operators, graphics, codes from 010 
25, useful ROM calls, programming tips, memory maps, timing| 
charts, hex/decimal conversions, op codes, and information on 
Peek and Poke. 

All this and more for only $5.95 from Nanos Systems Corp.. 
P.O, Box 24344, Speedway Indiana 46224, (317) 244-4078. 

Uf you are an active reader and cannot get your fill of computer 
books, you might try joining The Computer Book Club. At the 
present time, they are running an introductory offer. You pick your 
choice of five titles, worth up to $102.75, pay only $2.98 for al five 

by one of America’s largest technical book publishers. Write for 
details 10 The Computer Book Club, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 
W214. 

That's all for now. See you next week — same time, same place. 
Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 

Continued from front page 

puter Comics. He said: “I's 
going to be written on a real 
simple level for people who 
don’t know anything about 
computers. It'll deal with the 

jology and future of 

Dave is a computer games 
enthusiast whose particular 
favourites are Tron, Frogger 
and Pacman. Of this poem, 
written for Home Computing 
Weekly, he said: “It's the 

Alice, who was sitting behind Brian, 
Jumped up and pushed one of the men 
to get in front of her husband, 
who was busily playing Pacman. 
Not discouraged, he turned to 
the Frogger game a few feet away 
and hopped over to it. Depositing 
a token, he watched with fascination 
as the frog appeared on the screen. 
The timer began. He moved the joystick 
back and forth, up and down, and 
Jumped across the electronic highway, 
then the stream, but alas landed his frog 
on the back of an alligator, where it sunk. 
Alice!" he screamed, "This is your fault. 
Get over here and quit playing 
Pacman--it’s a waste of money!" 
She was involved in a heavy 
game of Tron, though, and was 
about to lose her tanks... 

One of Dave's poems — inspired by computer games 

SPECTRUM 
TRS 80 

LOTS OF INTERESTING SOFTWARE FOR 
THE ABOVE, 

PECTRUM EDUCATIONAL GAMES 
CASSETTE 1. ARITHMETIC GAMES 

CASSETTE 2, LOGIC GAMES 
PRICE £4.95 EACH 

LEVEL 1 IS EASY. HIGHEST LEVEL IS 
FORBIDDEN TO MERE MORTALS. 
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Scott of 
the keyboard 
Selina Scott, now a breakfast 
TV presenter, handed over the 
100,000th BBC micro to the 
speech therapy unit of Charing 
Cross Hospital. 

It was donated free by BBC 
Enterprises for use with a device 

carefull 
details 

you could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs articles and tips from 

our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, if possible, be computer 
printed to a width of 48 characters (use a 

new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 
that they are bug-free. include 
what your program does, how it 

works, variables you have used and hints on 
conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home com) 
be no longer than 2,000 wo! 
about your writing abili 
to the style in HCW. arti 
Published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possibly with programming examples. We 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE 

called Toucan, a voice syn- 
thesiser and visual aid which 
can be programmed with words 

and phrases for each patient 

Selina Scott at the keyboard 
with Hugh Rossi, Minister for 
Social Security and the Disabl- 
ed, and chief speech therapist 
Alison Perry 

juters should 

Ieee — jus 0 kee! 
icles most likely to be 
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Let us 
program 

You could soon be seeing more 
of your clergyman thanks to a 
new program which not only 
saves paperwork but tells him 
the best route for his visiting 
rounds. 

It was written by 27-year- 
old Gareth Morgan, who has 
degrees in both theology and 
computer science. 

His wife Sharon, 2S, his 
partner in Gareth Morgan 
Computer Services, said: “He 
decided his real vocation was in 
lay work and put the two 
together.”" 

Mrs Morgan explained that 
thé package, running on the 
TRS-80 model 111, is entirely 
inter-religious — it will work 
just an happily organising an 
Anglican church or a Sikh tem- 

is called Kubernesis, 
th is Greek for ad 
rator (see 1 Corinthians). 

So far two copies, at £150 
for disc and $6-page manual, 
have been sold — one to an 
Anglican clergyman and one to 
a Methodist 

The package can record 
facts on congregations of up to 
620, provided the computer has 
48K of RAM and two disc 
drives, including notes like 
dates of birth, recent illnesses, 
Sunday School membership and 
soon. 

And it will sort addresses 
by post code, cutting down 
travelling time between visits 

The couple are both in- 
volved with their local Anglican 

Jorgan hopes soon 

Oric 
joysticks 

Pasesoft has brought out what 
it says is the first joystick inter- 
face for the Oric- 

It costs £14.99, including a 
free game called Tracer Racer, 
and will run one or two Atari- 
type joysticks. 

The company, which 
recently combined with Ozark 
Software, has just launched six 
tapes for the Oric, all priced at 
£4.99, They are: Adven- 

tureland, Five Alive, Worm, 
Pioneer 1847, a machine code 
monitor and a disassembler. 

Pasesoft, 213-215 Market 
Street, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 
IHF 

to be a lay preacher and Mrs 
Morgan is a member of the 
Parochial Church Council 

Mr Morgan, a freelance 
consultant working on IBM 
mainframes, wrote Kubernesis 
over nine months, 

They suggest purchasers 
also buy a word processing 
package to speed up sermon 
writing and production of 
newsletters, 

And there are more ideas in 
the pipeline, including a 
package which will plan v 
by preachers to cirucit 
Methodist. churches and 
another which will produce 
statistics on baptisms, wed- 

dings, funerals and confirma- 
tions. 

One clergyman has also 
Suggested a program whch will 

search a database of hymns to. 

find one most suitable for that 
week's sermon. 

Gareth Morgan Computer Ser- 
vices, 34 Avon Park, Bristol 
BSS ORS 

K-tel: more 
sign soon 

More software companies 
would be signing deals with 
Kel, known until now for 

heavily advertised record 
albums, to distribute 15 titles by 
dk'tronics 

Mr Moulds said: ''1 expect 
more signing within weeks. I 
can’t be more specific — we are 
talking to a lot of people 

taneously — but we have 
the capacity to handle up to a 
dozen ranges easily. 

K-tcl says its store-by-store 
system can distribute software 
more efficiently than present 
methods. 
K-tel International (UK), 620 
Western Avenue, London W3 
oTU 

Packed with 
TI programs 

Home Computing Weekly 
contributor Vince Apps has just 
published a book of 35 programs 
for the standard TI-99/4A. 

They are mainly games — 
including a 3D maze — plus some 
for educational and household 
use. The Texas Program Book, 
published by Phoenix Publishing. 
Associates, costs £5.95. 
Phoenix Publishing Associates, 
14 Vernon Road, Bushey, Herts 
WD2 2IL 



ONE MAN’S VIEW 

We're the 
cheapest 

Clement Chambers, boss of 
‘oftware CRL, claims he has 
broken a price barrier by bring- 
ing out four cassettes for the 
ZX81 which retail at £3.50 
each 

Mr Chambers said: “We 
decided to break new territory 
in price because we thought 
young children can’t afford 
more on their pocket money, 

“We are not making as 
much profit, of course, but 
there are about half a million 
ZX8is about and we hope to 
sell more as @ result, i 

“This is the first time at 
these prices in a retail outlet. If 
I'd had one of them two years 
‘ago the price would have been 
£6.95 

The four games, on sale in 
John M 
Manhatta 
1K Games 
Rain/Outrider 

Arcades, 10 
and Alien 

CRL, 140 Whitechapel Road, 
London El 1EJ 

TI's two 
offers 

Texas Instruments, now adver 
tising its TI-99/4A on TV, is 
making two offers to buyer 

All purchasers sendin; 
form to TI will get prod 
worth £50. free 
joysticks, a BASIC 
cassette and a 
ridge. 

And anyone buying six car: 
tridges for the TI-99/4A can gi 
a free spec 
cassette ree 
end on July 2 
Texas Instruments 
Lane, Bedford MK4 

software car 

Bo der 

Manton 
7PA 

Survivalis 
the game 

Newly-formed Linus Software is 
bringing out 
adventure cal 

Linus So} 
Winnelstrae, Fe 
Road, Edinburgh 

17/4 West 
es Park, Ferry 

Pyamby software 
Loverbungh,lskeof Horns paas 37x Teloss 082 313. 

Sptroduce original gaumesfor 
2 

Golden Ay i= Steal th then dofex ay Apples Sel ha pest deo, a 
Trader rors Proton Crd nce eek 95 

Sore PT PaCS fous 
Mini-games:~4 games per tope, simple but 

cdmmpalling! £5-95. 

All tapes include Postage$ Packing and at tet 

no~quibble guarantee. 

White to us at the above address, or ring 
m ond Spm 

(Alternative phone no: 085-382-239) 
onytime 

Don'tbe | 
fooled by 
micro ads 

One thing that never fails to amuse me is the advertising blurb that) 

1 The “'Buy-it-for-the-children’ 
deployed in the High Street stores to catch parent 
‘most prevalent at Christmas, According to the blurb, the children’s} 
education will suffer unless you rush inta the shopjahdipiy/ia 

computer of his own after seeing such ads. 

2 The “‘We've-got-more-than-them”” technique. The first colour) 
and sound micro and 342K RAM (despite excoggerated claims to 

really uses all that much memory? Howsoon will it be before acom- 
pany claims to have a 256K machine with a $0-colour display and 
‘quadrophonic sound, all for under £100? 

3 Possibly the ugliest side of computer advertising. BU oer 

ibly be produced on their 
thing to fool, and disoppoint, an uninitiated beginner 10 com- 
puting. 

Another misleading element is the specifications chart showing 

Micro, Apple, and “‘Japanese imitations’. What about the 
features they left out? 

4 This section shows how desperate computer manufactures are 
getting for new customers. Lrefer of course to the Channel 4 advert 
where a row of bespectacled men feed facts into different com- 
‘puters, which all come up with the same make as the best. TpEKing 
of petty sniping is just laughable, 

compu 
‘much better picture of the product than an advertisment ever will 

Mark Phillips 
Student, Eastleigh, Hants 

‘© What makes you pleased or annoyed about the micro scene, hardware 
‘welcome contributions for this column. Send 
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Push your Sinclair tothe limit 
ZX81/SPECTRUM UTILITIES Jan LOW PRICE = 

ARCADE GAMES Nive power new tunctions for & pp VENTY, Re 
you 2X81 inciuging re-nar lines (goto, osu), prog GAMES 

ZKINVASION FORCE string inaingland eplacement E58 Nase en = IER, Gzeyour skit ire through | Xo5in code tool ana disassemble? “ 
eee Ag tedetoe” | tryour zx Spectrum t895 and £6.95 fo Ru 
the menacing alien ship | zceuG 
£395 Rapin} machine code too! and disassemble 

S\N SPEC INVADERS {or your 2x81. 66.95 
WEY® sec cossteman 

These exciting high- 
speed classic games 

incorporate hi-resolutiongraphics and 
Sound to bring you the best in arcade 
action at only £4,95 each (16/48K) 

SPEC FROG 5/SHOWDOWN 
(16/48K) xen Nee 

Improve your machine 
code programs with this 

new 48K Spectrum 
Assembler 

Just released by Artic. this new professional 
‘iso avaliable for 16K 

y drawn to an alien cruiser. 
ol oom and free 

get you first? Includes 

foad avoiding the lethal cars. 
then lorries. Go back to the 

wild west fora gunfight battle amongst 
cacti and wagons. Features include 
pees music, £4,95 

me ext eaior. «High 

NAMTIR RAIDERS (2X81) 
High speed, quick action 

raw areade game with four OE separate grouns of attackers 
register inspectimodity and 
Dugging. « Full output to 

Gobbleman ais avaiable for 2XB) al £3.95 

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE FOR THE 
SPECTRUM) 2X8} for only £9.95 SPECTRUM 

: MICRO CHESS 

YOUR ZX81 
OR SPECTRUM” ‘srectruw 
ZXCHESS! 

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN Be 
A FORTUNE! nowonrr £4.95 

ALWAYS AHEAD WITH ZX81/SPECTRUM SOFTW. RE 

= 
ATIC ARTIC COMPUTING 10. 
MOlmalo 396 JAMES RECKITT AVENUE, 

VY HULL, N. HUMBERSIDE, 

Cheques PO, mace payable: i Com 
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Asteroids 
Panic 
Alien Blitz 
Arcadia 
Wacky Waiters Cosmiads 
Intro to B; > Basic 1 Amok 
Blitz 
Intro to Basic 2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Com, ialled by Bo, ‘ ots, 
week's positions 

1 QS Scramble 
2 Mazogs 
3 Night Gunner 
4 Flight Simulation 

5 Monster Maze 
6 Galaxians 

Chess 
3 ‘Space Raid

ers 

9 Avenger 
10 Asteroids 

Compiled b
y W. H, Smit

h. 

week’s positions 

3D Tanx 
Planet of Death 
Horace Goes Skiing 
yu30 
Sentinal 

Football Manager 

Galaxians 

Hunt 
Butte of Britain 
Planetoid 

¥8 Ground Attack 
20. Muncher 

Figures in brace 

= jor the Spectrum Top Twenty programs f 

‘Ommodore ( Audiogenic (3) 
Commodore ( 
Commodore (0 

kets are last 

"Top Ten program: 
Quicksilva (2) 
Bug Byte (5) 9) 
Digital Integration ( 
Psion (1) 

New Genera 
Artic (4) 

Psion (7) 
Psion (6) 
‘Abacus (8) 
Silversoft (10) 

tion (3) 

Figures in brackets are last 

Psion (1) a 
Melbourne 4) 

‘Melbourne House 
( 

Richard Shepherd (3) 
dk'tronics (14) 
‘Arcadia (13) 
Psion/M. House (6) 
Psion (8) 
Abacus (17) 9) 
‘New Generation (19) 
‘Addictive (18) 
‘Artic (18) 
Psion (10) 
Psion (9) 
Psion (—) 1 
Psion/M. House (7 
Microgame (—) 
Psion (12) 
Silversoft (20) 
Silversoft ( 

More than 
just games 
for the VIC 
and 64 

VIC-20 and Commodore 
‘owners who don’t just want to 
play games take note 
Marketing Micro Software has 
some new programs which 
could be right up your street 

Practicale, a spreadsheet 
program along the lines of VU: 
Cale, will carry out 
mathematical calculations for 
you. It could be used to work 
out the best value for money 
from a range of insurance 
policies — or home computers, 

aps. According to MMS, 
it’s the first spreadsheet 
available for the VIC and 64. 

Composer will produce 
sound and notation for simple 
tunes, and Maths Duel is 
designed to develop childrens’ 
mathematical skills, 

Just. for VIC-20 owners 
there's VIC Sketch, a graphics 
program which will create on 
screen drawings in any of seven 
colours using keyboard or 
joystick. And VIC Pak is a cor 
nucopia of useful programs, 
one to work out your mortgay 
another to calculate your life 
expectancy, and five others too. 

MMS's managing director 
Colin Aldridge said: “We feel 
there's a lot of scope for good 
business and educational pro- 
grams that don’t cost the earth 
We're aiming at the home com- 
puting user with enough interest 
to get their machines doing 
something apart from playing 
Jellymonsters."" 

In June, he said, MMS 
would be launching further pro: 

SPECTRUM 

Real educational programs written BY teachers WITH 
programmers FOR children. 
MAN 
compass points 
graphics! £5.95 
PUNC-MAN ~ hegobbles 
the punctuation marks. You 
put them back! £7.95 

And lots more! Send SAE 
to: 

chalksott 

co-ordinates. 
super 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 24 May 1983 

grams to back up Practicale, in- 
cluding a word processor 

But just to show that it 
doesn't think computing is all 
work and no play, MMS has 
brought out five games for the 
Commodore machines. They 
are Barrel Jumper, Johnnie 
Jumpet, Reversal, Reflections, 
and Road Test 

Marketing Micro Software, 
Whitehouse Industrial Estate, 
Ipswich, Suffolk 

Easier 
BASIC 

A new version of BASIC, 
designed to be easier to use for 
beginners, has been launched by 
Digital Research 

But it costs £100 and is on 
ly available at present on the 
company’s 16-bit family of 
operating systems, inlcluding 
CP/M-86 and Concurrent 
CP/M-86, It needs a disc 
system and at least 96K of 
RAM 

Paul Bailey, director of 
European operations, said Per- 
sonal BASIC came with a step- 
by-step manual and checked for 
syntax errors while a program 
was being typed in, giving error 
messages in standard English 

Personal BASIC includes 
an editor and debugging aids, 
including statement number 
and variable tracing. 

The new language costs 
£100 for one purchase with dis 
counts for companies who want 
to include it in their own 
packages. 

Digital Research (UK), Oxford 
House, Oxford Street, 

Lowmoor Cott 
WELLINGTON Somerset TA21 OAL 

Newbury, Berks RG13 1B 

VIC 20 

WANTED Freelance pro- 
grammers to convert ¢x- 
isting BBC software to 
Spectrum. Good rates of 
pay 
WANTED High quality 

educational software. We 
publish. You get royalties. 
Cassettes/info to: 

Tonedale, 

Tel: O82 347 7117 
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Tel: (0793) 724317 Trade enquiries welcome 
Export Orders: Please add £1.00 per tape airmail 

ow) DEPT HCW, 9 TWEED CLOSE, SWINDON, WILTS SN2 3PU 

ZX Spectrum 
FROGGY 16K or 48K 

ZUCKMAN 
ZX81 (16K) 

“ALL MACHINE CODE 
(10K) 
*FOUR INDEPENDENT 
GHOSTS 
*HIGH-SCORE ‘HALL 

FROGGY 
2X81 (16K) 

*MOVING CARS, 
LOGS, TURTLES 
“ALLIGATORS, 
DIVING TURTLES 
“FOUR ‘SCREENS’ OF 

nals table 
‘Demonstration Game 
towne 

‘Your home:sick t1og 
OF FAME ACTION 
“AUTHENTIC “ALL ARCADE 
ARCADE ACTION FEATURES 
*TITLE/DISPLAY 
MoD! 

4 “ENTIRELY MACHINE 
Cl 

ONLY £5.95 INC, P&P 
ODE 

ONLY £5.95 INC. P&P ONLY £5.95 INC. PUP 

TEST YOUR SKILL, PIT YOUR WITS OR JUST TRY OUT YOUR SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE! 

HAVE YOU GOT LIGHTNING REACTIONS? HOW ARE YOUR POWERS OF DEDUCTION? 
WHAT IS YOUR 107 

We have the hottest computer games on earth for you to take yourself to the limits and find 
out the answers to these questions . . . and more! 

TRY OUR GRAPHIC ADVENTURE GAME 
STARSHIP ESCAPE FOR THE VIC 20 WITH 1 

A150 COMNNG SOON — WADERS 64 
SUMLOCK Manchester MAIL ORDER — ACCESS — VISA — AMEX 
198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 3NE. Tel: 061-834 4233 Post packing and Ins. ADD 50p. 
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You asked for 
it, Mr Williams 
Geoffrey Williams (One Man's 
View, HCW No. 10) appears to 
be as ignorant of the software 
industry as he is of ornithology 
(sparrows don’t peck at milk 
bottle tops — bluetits do), For 
his information, the cost of pro- 
ducing a program on cassette is: 

Cost of cassette: this 
varies, but after paying a pro- 
fessional artist to design an in- 
sert, get the inserts and cassette 
labels printed, have the tape 
professionally duplicated, pack- 
ed and delivered, will be well 
over £1.50 per unit, even if you 
have several thousand produc- 
ed, 

Office rent: £3-$ per square 
foot. 

é. Rates: Domestic ratepayers 
jould be horrified to sce our 

rates bill, 
Electricity: again, business 

users pay more than domestic 
users, 

Telephone: and again. You 
have to spend a lot of time on 
the phone in this business. 

‘Wages: outside experts, of- 

fice cleaning, other program- 
mers, salespeople, office junior 
etc. 

Computers: to adapt pro- 
grams for 10 to 15 different 
computes, we need that number 
of machines, plus printers, 
cassette recorders, TVs etc. This 
represents a large capital invest- 
ment. 

Insurance: one delivery 
van, one sales vehicle, premises 
and equipment cost a lot to in- 
ure, 

‘Advertising: £500-900 for 
one full colour page. 

Miscellaneous: 
maintenance, stationery, fur- 
niture, petrol, postage, packing 
and depreciation. 

The biggest item I have not 
yet mentioned — development 
‘cost. Suffice it to say that a pro- 
grammer can earn up to £20 an 
hour in industry. 

In short, if Mr Williams 
can develop and produce a pro- 
gram for £1.50, I wouldn't buy 
it. 

Lalso find Mr Williams’ at- 
titude towards women par- 
ticularly objectionable. 1 am 
not an ardent feminist, nor do 1 
propose to launch into a tirade 
about attitudes. But look at it 
this way. Would Mr Williams 
be ‘asking for it” if he was rob- 
bed byh force of the books he 
offers for sale? 

LETTERS 

Send your letters to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London 

WC2 OEE. Don't forget to name 
your computer — the best 

letter could win £5-worth of 
software. Queries cannot be 

answered on this page 

It’s hardly reasonable to 
discuss the software industry in 
terms of an emotive and horri- 
fying subject such as rape. Is 
Mr Williams one of those sub- 
humans who think that all 
women are “asking for it” and 
like “it” really? 

Jean Frost, Jaberwocky Soft- 
ware, Birmingham 

Our software's 
not so costly 
Peter Sweasey (issue 9) asked 
why our program Black Crystal 
costs £7.50. 1 would like to 

point out to him that the Black 

Crystal package contains two 

cassettes, making the cost of 

cach cassette only £3.75. Each 
cassette contains three _pro- 
grams, making the cost of each 
program £1.25. At the present 
time there is no way we could 
reduce the price. 

There are many amateur 
accountants around who think 

they know how to price games 
more than the software houses. 

Fortunately for them they are 
not in charge of a software 
house. 

Geoffrey Williams in your 
One Man‘s View column in 
issue 9 tries to compare the 
music industry with computer 
games manufacturing. He states 
that a full-price LP retails at on- 
ly £5.95 of thereabouts. I 

wonder how much that LP 

would cost if only one million 
record players existed in the 
world. 

Software manufacturers 
that are going to survive will 
Price their wares realistic. Not 
so cheap that they can’t develop 
new products and not so expen- 
sive that they price themselves 
out of the market. 

S.A. Galloway, Carnell Soft- 
ware, Slough 

Put us in 
the picture 
I think that all companies that 
produce software for computers 
should be made to follow in the 
footsteps of Romik in showing 
exactly what the screen looks 
like at some point of the game 
on the inlay card. This would 
show an honest picture of the 
game instead of some weird and 
elaborate drawing of something 
that never gets anywhere near 
the screen, 

‘As well as this any adver- 
tisements should show what the 
screen looks like, 

This might cut down the 
number of people who buy a 
cassette. and then find they 
haven't got what they had ex- 
pected from the elaberate draw- 
ings. 
Simon Vincent, 
Cheshize 

Setting the 
listing straight 
With regard to my Atari 
Character Generator program, 
published in issue no. 6, it ap- 
pears that certain oddities have 
appeared in the listing. The cor- 
rections are as follows: 

Lines 1120,2085,2140 — 
the character in quotes should 
be a diamond, gained by press- 
ing control and full stop at the 
same time. 

Line 6220 — the character 
in quotes is an inverse space. 

Line 10120 — the character 
in quotes is a clear screen. 

Also, in issue 7, my article 
on display lists appeared to lose 
the end of two lines. They are: 

Dukinfield, 

Line 20 — 20 
DL = PEEK(560) + PEEK(- 
$61)*256 

Line 30 — 30 POKE 
DL,71:POKE DL +6,7 

I hope this clears up any 
queries. 
Mare Freebury, Reading 

Shop around 
for your micro 
shop 
T recently bought a 48K Oric-1, 
after. many month of hard 
work, since 1 am still at school. 
The manual? is very skimpy on 
the subject of which cassette 
lead to buy, and the manager of 
the shop from which I bought 
the computer was even less 
helpful. 

He firstly sold me the 
wrong lead, and then informed 
me that my cassette recorder 
was incompatible with the com- 
puter. So after even more sav- 
ing. I bought a new recorder, 
but it still wouldn't work. 

‘A new lead was purchased, 
but this only enabled me to save 
programs and not load them. 
The manager has now gone on 
holiday, and so there will be 
‘even more delay before I will be 
able to get the recorder to work 
properly. 

So if you're thinking of 
buying a computer, make sure 
you buy from a shop where you 
will get good service, and where 
the shop assistants know what 
they're talking about 

Neil Clarke, 

Stripes on the 
borderline 

Here is a program for the Spec- 
trum that creates a multi- 
coloured, striped border. 

Nottingham 

10 PAPER 7: INK 0: BORDER 7 
20CLS 
30 PRINT AT 1,5;CHRS 127; 
1983 Andrew Wiseman" 
40 PLOT 8,8: DRAW 239,0: 
DRAW 0,150: DRAW -239,0: 
DRAW 0,150: DRAW -239,0: 
DRAW 0,-150 
2: BORDER 3: BORDER 4: 
BORDER 5: BORDER 6: 
BORDER 7: BORDER 0: 
PAUSE 1: GO TO 50 

You can leave out most of 
the program; only line SOisessen- 
tial to make it work. It appears 
that PAUSE I causes the Spee- 
trum to hold all the colours in line 
‘50on the screen at the same time. 

Good luck with the con- 
tinued success of the magazine. 

Andrew Wiseman, Huntingdon, 
‘Cambs 
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Watch out — the Bloboids 
are trying to take over 

You'll have to move carefully to 
avoid the Bloboids in our simple 
game for both models of the Oric- 
1 

Atthe start your spaceship is 
in the middle of the screen 
surrounded by six aliens, 

Every time you move or fire 
another six appear. They'll 
colonise the screen unless you 
stop them, 

Your job isto shoot as many 
‘as possible — they are each worth 
10 points — before they surround 
and destroy your spaceship or 
you collide with them 

These are the keys to use: 

left 
2 right 
3down 
dup 
9 fire 

The game features high 
score, colour and sound effects. 

Talking of sound effects, a 
ZAP may be inserted at the 
beginning of line 6008. We didn't 
putit in because we felt that , with 
all the explosions, it was already 
quite noisy. 

Variables 
alue of U 

The aliens multiply every time 
you make a move in Bloboids, a 
game for the Oric-1 by Kevin 
Wilson and Peter Slatter. Can 
you destroy them before they 

do the same to you? 
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Hints on conversion 

Bret Basic is 
should be 

Sales director Peter Harding 
with the Oric-1 



ORIC-1 PROGRAM 

computer books 
month 

| New and best-selling computer books published by Prentice-Hall and its associated imprints— 
| Brady, Reston, Reward and Spectrum—will be on display throughout the country in June. 
| 

FEATURING- The 7X Spectrum—Your Personal Computer 
lan McLean, Simon Rushbrook Williams & Peter Williams 

nin an informal, friendly style, this practical guide to the ZX Spectrumis ideal for 
time users. Clear diagrams show you how to master the Spectrum's keyboard 
press the correct keys for various functions. Storing information, making 

tions. sound, and graphics are carefully explained, and there is a special 
jon on making music on the Spectrum. 

£5.95 240 pages 13-985028-7 May 26th’83 

Also on display will be books on the BBC Micro, IBM PC, 
Commodore 64, ATARI, VIC, 2-80, 6502, CP/M, UNIX, 
Interfacing UCSD Pascal 
Visit Prentice-Hall computer books displays at 
Austicks. Cookridge Street, Leeds John Smith, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow 
Blackweills : Modern Book Co.. Praed Street, London 
Dillons, Malet St Smiths, London Street, Reading 
Foyles. Chening Cross Rosd, London Thorn’s, Percy Street, Newcastle 
Georges, Park Street. Br Willshaws. John Dalton Street, Manchester 
Haigh & Hochland. 0: weet Manchester and major branches of W. H, Smith 

SPECTRUM |e ewe es woaey conan doce 

-YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER Prentice Hall @]"" £3 International 
66 Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 4RG, England. 
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“We're into getting people sitting 
round computers in groups. 1 
think arcade games are incredibly 
anti-social, What’s the point of 
playing against computers when 
you can play against people?”* So 
says Julian Fuller of Red Shift, a 
new company which is 
attempting to combine the best of 
traditional games of strategy with 
the best of computer gaming. 

Red Shift is run by Julian 
Fuller and Helmut Watson, with 
a little help from various friends. 
Both are wargame enthusiasts 
who taught themselves 

programming while they were 
unemployed after dropping out 
of college. 

Julian had been at North 
London Polytechnic's School of 
Independent Study doing a 
course in games design, but left 
after a year “because there were 
no teachers to teach it", Helmut 
studied maths, computer science 
and statistics. 

Helmut has been playing 
wargames all his life — his father 
was in at the beginning of one of 
the first groups in the world. His 
father also taught Julian about 
wargaming, and that was how the 
two first met. 

Red Shift started more or 
less by accident, Helmut and 
Julian started working on 
Miniature Wargames, a monthly 
wargaming magazine now into its 
second issue. Offices were needed 
for the magazine, and the 
premises they found, at 12C 
Manor Road, Stoke Newington, 
London N16, just happened to 
have a shop downstairs. 

With help from the 
magazine's backer they opened 
Conflict, a shop selling board 
games, games of strategy, war 
‘game accessories — and a range 
of computer software. But they 
‘were not impressed with a lot of 
the software they saw, and so the 
idea of Red Shift was born, 

Now Helmut concentrates 
on programming, while Julian 
writes for the magazine and takes 
care of the busines side of all three 
businesses — the magazine, the 
shop and the software company. 

Red Shift’s first program — 
Time Lords, a “five person, five 
dimensional game"* for the BBC 
B — has been on the market for 
just over a month now. It was 
written mainly by two program- 
ming friends, and “tidied up” by 
Helmut and Julian, 

‘The concept of the game is 
completely original, and it could 
take hours or days to play. Each 
player takes the role of Time 

Programs to 
fight your 
battles for 

you 

Red Shift was set up by two 
wargame enthusiasts to 

produce computerised games 
of strategy. Julian Fuller and 
Helmut Watson talk to Candice 
Goodwin about their approach 

to computer gaming 

Helmut Watson 

Lord for one of the five races of 
the universe, and must fight bat- 
tes and use cunning to defeat the 
other four. Players can move 
backwards and forwards in time, 
setting time traps for each other 
and changing the course of 
history. 

Julian said: “It’s selling OK, 
but I'vegot toga outand do some 
legwork to promote it”. But 
Time Lords has already made a 
deep impression on one customer 
at least. Helmut says he sold one 
to. a man who didn’t even have a 
BBC Micro. 
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— a wargamer all his life 

“Lthink he's going to buy a 
micro just so he can play Time 
Lords”, he said. 

Red Shift's next game, due 
on the market in about a month, 
will be Apocalypse, a version of a 
classic board game of strategy 
adapted for the 48K Spectrum. 
Apocalypse is a bit like games 
such as Diplomacy and Risk, and 
involves trying to take over the 
world by deploying troops and 
fighting battles to gain territory. 

The computer version will 
be basically similar to the board 

game, but computerisation will 
speed up “thousekeeping’” 
aspects like calculating the 
number of “revenue points” that 
determine the value of the 
players’ territory. 

It will also offer up to nine 
ways of attacking, instead of the 
board game's six. As well as ar- 
mies and missiles, the player will 
also be able to use ships. 

Helmut and Julian are also 
working on programs designed to 
be used alongside rather than in- 
stead of a board-based game, 
This is because, for the dedicated 
wargamer, there are some things 
@ micro can never replace: the 
realistic model armies and towns 
used in the games are an impor- 
tant part of the wargame’s mysti- 
que 

But they feel the computer 
could have a role in cutting out a Ii 
lot of the laborious calculations 
that arise from the wargames’ 
highly complex rules. 

Helmut said: “Using com- 
puter moderators to run battles 
could speed up the game and 

make it more realistic, because 
more factors could be taken into 
account. On the other hand, it 
might not speed the game up at 
all, because you could spend mor 
time thinking out what to do 
next”. 

Compared to arcade games, 
selling games of strategy is uphill 
work. 

“It's quite a specialised 
market”, Julian said. There is 

also a certain amount of con- 
sumer resistance to be overcome > 



PROFILE 

“you can’t just sit down 

particularly the Sp 
Microdrive will mai 

SINCLAIR 
SPECTRUM 
JOYSTICK 

CONTROLLER 

£14.95!! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. & P. & P. 

INSTRUMENTS LTD 
INTERACTIVE HOUSE 
GREAT CENTRAL ST 

LEICESTER 
LEIC, 532167 

DISK DRIVES 
THE LATEST 

SHUGART SA200 

THE PL PLEDGE — IF WE CAN'T DESPATCH WITHIN 5 WORKING DAYS 
OF RECEIVING YOUR ORDER — WE WILL RETURN YOUR MONEY — AND 

THATS A PROMISE. 
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checking that the results are 

Find the era You could add to the 
program by displaying the 

fa ets fa Sst number of records which have 
been entered, titling the fields, 

database both sorting on the surname and, if) atlhGaie andae with a aoe 
database into a mailing program 

work, say D to print address labels. 
writers John ragon 
Sharp and David 

Hints on conversic 

Bolton database Jd and sold sonra 

THEN, ..ELSE comma 
lt THE 5 CLEAR S000 : DIN AS(100,16 

1@ CLS : PRINT @ 12, “DATABASE” 
2@ PRINT .: INPUT "ENTER NO OF IT 
EMS": N 
30 PRINT : INPUT "ENTER NO OF FI 
ELDS PER ITEM"; F 
40 IF N > 100 OR F > 10 THEN 10 
100 CLS : PRINT @ 12,"DATABASE” 
116 PRINT @ 70,1 ENTER INFORMAT 

You could use our Dragon 
Database program to keep track 
of your record collection — and 
the character search feature 
makes it casy to find an entry fast. 

It could also be used in a 
small business to store customers? 
names, addresses and purchases 
or to keep a stock list. 

bol wt 
onder 

in wil 

remain on. INKEY 

1ON ‘The program is essentially a 120 PRINT @ 102) "2 DISPLAY RECOR This program is taken from Th 
series of sub-routines to handle to ps" Power of the Dragon, published at 
seven functions in the menu. 
Each is independent, so the 
program would run without a 
particular sub-routine provided 
no attempt is made to access it. 

After typing in the basic 
program, up to line 230, you can 
test each sub-routine in turn by 
entering sample data and 

£5.95 by Microsource, 1 Branch 130 PRINT @ 134,"3 SEARCH DATA: Road, Park Street, St Albans, Herts 140 PRINT @ 166,"4 SORT DATA" 
15@ PRINT @ 198, 

"S SAVE paTa" 
160 PRINT @ 236, 

“® LOAD DATA" 

17@ PRINT @ 262,"7 END" 
200 PRINT @ 326, "SELECT-" + 
OICE = VAL (INKEYS) 
210 IF CHOICE = © THEN 200 
220 ON CHOICE GOSUB 1000, 20¢0,3¢ 
00, 4000, 5400, 6000, 7000 
230 GOTO 160 
1000 CLS + INPUT “UPDATE WHICH R 

1 CH 

reserves memory, dimensions ECORD"; x 
Srey AS for maximum number of 1010 IF X = @ THEN RETURN ELSE I 
records, fields F xX > N THEN 1000 

20-40 enter number of items and = -1 1 PRINT @ 64, "RECOR check (oF 
ields per item, check fields per ite 

FOR J = 
+*FIELD" 4 0 
1040 PRINT @ 128, AS(x,J) 
105@ PRINT @ 192,"" : PRINT @ 19 

1 TOF : PRINT @ 74 
earch TR cach record, using INSTR 

to search left-most part of fields: 
Hf found go 10 3500, bypass 
embedded string search 5 Select esord check vallitys 1 22'S190 search for string, int 2e""s 

variable D1 (Data to) message if unsuccessful an 106@ INPUT Ds 
‘other subs display FeEOrE ive to ment 1076 IF D$ = "" THEN NEXT ELSE A 

‘tart of sort sub-routine, $(X%)3) = DS : NEXT 
1080 PRINT @ 286, "HIT SPACE BAR 
FOR NEXT RECORD” + 
1090 KS = INKEYS : IF K® = "" TH 

‘each record in turn and EN 1090 
eekise postion it sort field has 1190 IF K$ =" " THEN X = xe1 
Jpigher valuethan thenew! di 
wyorted”, shott delay. return 10 

lear screen, 050 
to 

m {5090-5080 start of sub-rostine 

vee see Mrore | store data on tape, test for data, 
‘rin ctl, ask for filename, se UP 
jape recorder, sy data is being 

CLS : PRINT @ 288,"" : GOTO 1010 
ELSE GOTO 1000 

2000 IF NOT DI THEN CLS 1 PRINT 
@ 203, “NO RECORDS" ; ; FOR DLY 
= 1 TO S00 : NEXT : RETURN ELSE 
CLS : X$ = "" : PRINT @ 0, “DISP 

et} y LAY WHICH RECORD >" ; 
umber, display Field |) so9g-5180 open fife to be Owe 2010 PRINT @ 22,X8 3 1 K® = INKE 
Jo 2090 wait fr Key press un, | SUDO-SIRD ORS CA rec Ys. IF K® = "" THEN 2010 ELSE I 

hay Precesee F KS <> CHRS (13) THEN XS = x8 + 
GOTO 2016 

2020 X = VAL(X$) : PRINT @ 22,"" 
2030 IF X = 0 THEN RETURN ELSE I 
F xX > N THEN 2000 
2040 PRINT @ 64,"RECORD" 4 X + P 



g=170F 
+ NEXT 
IF KS = 

RINT : FOR 
De5@ PRINT AS(X)d) 
Sese KS = INKEYS + 

EN 2060 
3070 IF Ks = CHRS(94) THEN 

=1 1 GOTO 2050 
2ee IF Ks = CHRS(1@) THEN X = x 

+ 1 1 GOTO 2030 

2090 x8 = KS + GOTO 2010 

Zee IF NOT DI THEN CLS + PRINT 

3205, "NO RECORDS" + FOR DEY & 

1 To Se@ : NEXT + RETURN ELSE CL 

TYPE = 6 1 FLAG = © + FOUND 

=o 
Seie PRINT @ 66)"1 LEADING CHARA 

CTER SEARCH" 
S020 PRINT @ 98)"2 EMBEDDED CHAR 

ACTER SEARCH" 
Soso PRINT @ 166, "SELECT-" i 3% 

RralaNREYeIrAur ke = "= THEN ses 

$ ELSE TYPE = VAL(KS) + PRINT TY 

PE 
Soso IF TYPE < 1 OR TYPE > 2 THE 

N 3000 
Nose PRINT @ 228 + PRINT @ 226) 

BEARCH FROM RECORD NO" } + INPUT 

PRINT @ 260+ = RS 
3060 PRINT @ 260 ¢ 

: INPUT FR 
SEARCH TO RECORD NO" + 
F 
Se7@ PRINT @ 292 1 PRINT @ 292s 

SEARCH WHICH FIELD" $ + INFUT & 

Sogo IF RS > N THEN 3050 ELSE IF 

RF > N THEN 3060 
3090 IF S > F_THEN 3078 

3100 PRINT @ 356, "SEARCH FOR-* § 

: INPUT Sk 
3110 CLS 1 FOR J = RS TO RE 

3ize TF INSTR (1, AS(J,S) SHS? = 

1 THEN GOSUB 3500 1 IF FLAG = 

1 THEN RETURN 
S130 IF TYPE = 1 THEN 3150 

140 IF INSTR (ty AS(I+S) + SHS? 

2b e THEN GOSUB 3500 + IF FLAG = 

1 THEN RETURN 
3180 NEXT J 
Sige IF FOUND=0 THEN PRINT@2 

NOT FOUND":FOR DLY=1 TO 75@:NEXT 

DLY 
3190 RETURN 

9@ FOUND = 1 + CLS 
py sd 
19 PRINT : FOR L = 

352@ PRINT AS(J+L) 

: PRINT 

1 TOF 

<sao PRINT @ 4877 pr
ess ANY KEY" 

THEN 3950 EL 

1 7o 300 

soRT TO RECORD NO"S 

@ THEN RF = N F 
cH F 

INPUT 
IF RF OE 
INPUT “SORT ON WHI 

ny 4000 ELSE IF 

1 
@1i0 FOR 

bo IF AsiKsS? 

aieo AS(KsL) 
ai7@ NEXT L 

xT K 

4210 RETURN 

se1e TF Nor or THEW pears HEN CLS 

a PRINT @ The + RETURN eLse cL 

eee RAINE @ 106, "SAVE AS 

wt coe alt 2 PRINT “PUT TAPE a + PRINT “PRES! PD, 
nav ON RECORDER. 2 iS RECORD/ Ba FY rane ene 
Se: pe ne INKEVS =" yyy . LS : PRINT @ AY ie 
5 nonare 10@, "SAVING « 

4 ©@ PRINT#-1,N "PRINT Sioa FOR ITEM = 1 a Bie — FIELD = 1 TOF Sine NEXT rete ITEM, FIELD) 

pias CLOSE Sie oun aiuenes RINT @ 100, 

@ PRINT 2 
o CONTINUE” sa 

\ 5180 IF 1 NK ” 
SE RETURN?” "" THEN S1g0 EL 

“ Saved « 

“HIT ANY Key T 
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eee REM LOAD ROUTINE 

4010 CLS : PRINT @ 11 

fos PRINT @ 9+ 
0 BE LOADED” r 
6030 PRINT & 
6040 CLS 1 PRINT @ 96 
LOAD " 3 NAMES 
604s IF NANESS"" 1 

3 PRINT + 
Leo RDER™ ¢ PRINT. "PRESS 
PLAY ON RECORDER. 
4060 PRINT "WHEN READY PRESS 

TER>." 
4070 IF _INKEYS = 
6080 CLS = 
" p NAMES 
jobo OPEN “1s #1 NAMES 
$10 INPUT #-16N 
@110 FOR ITEM TON 
6120 FOR FIELD = 1 TO F 

6 INPUT #—1,AS(ITEMsFIELD) 

6140 NEXT FIELD, ITEM 
6150 CLOSE 4-1 

THEN 4000 
PuT TAPE IN 

“THEN 6070 
PRINT @ 100, "LOADING 

INPUT #-1+F 

+"LOAD DAT 

“NAME OF FILE T 

PUT NAMES 
READY TO 

EN 

£140 CLS 1 PRINT @ 100. "LOADED 

+ NAMES 
6170 DI = -! 
6180 PRINT 
TO CONTINUE 

4190 IF INKEY® 
SE RETURN 
7900 CLS : END 

420, "PRESS ANY KEY 

THEN 6194) EL 

NO. 1 FOR THE DRAGON 
DRAGONWARE 
CATALOGUE 

The Dungeon stocks the widest 
range of Dragon 32 software in 
the U.K 
Send for our 30-page 
Dragonware Catalogue (50. 
refundable on first order — free 
to Club members) Latest games. 
‘Donkey King’ £8.00, ; 
‘Colorpede’ £8.00, ‘Talking 
Android Attack’. £8.00, ‘Missile 
Defender’ (Tiger Software) 
£5.75, ‘Strategic Command’ 
£9.99. Latest Books: ‘Dragon 
Extravaganza’ £5.50, ‘Making 
the Most of your Dragon’ £5.95, 
‘Advanced BASIC for the 
Dragon’ £6.95. 
Latest Utitilities: DASM 
Assembler £18.95, Hi-Res 
Machine Code Cartridge 
(51 x 24 screen, 10 character 
sets, hi-res text, sprites, etc.) 
£25.30, Dragon FORTH AND 
Tutorial £18.95, Telewriter 
£49.95, Dragon Doodles & 
Demos £5.00. 

DRAGON 
STICKS! 

Top quality double 
potentiometer joysticks 

for the Dragon owner who 
demands arcade action 

Ultra-sensitive, but tough 
and reliable, Dragon 
Sticks will keep on 

zapping when others fail! 
£19.95 per pair 

inclusive VAT and postage. 

OWNERS CLUB 
The Dungeon is also the home of 
the largest Dragon Owners Club 
in the U.K. (or, since members 
are scattered through Europe to 

Africa and the Middle East, 
should we say “the world”’!) 
The Club magazine, ‘Dragon's 
Teeth”, is published monthly and 
includes news, reviews, advice 
and information exchange for 
dedicated Dragon-bashers. Free 
members’ adverts, monthly 
offers (some members have 
already saved the cost of their 
subscription), competitions and, 
for extrovert Dragonards, badges 
and bomber jackets! 
Annual Membership: £6.00 
(£8.00 overseas). Six-month 
Trial Sub, £3.25 (£4.25 
overseas.) 

THE DRAGON DUNGEON... 
PO BOX 4, ASHBOURNE, DERBYSHIRE DE6 1AQ. TEL: ASHBOURNE 44626 
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CRO TIPS 

Take a tip for your micro 
ES EST 

Here's a selection of bright 
ideas for you to try out 

Make a beep 
vic-20 

An interesting feature of the 
Sinclair Spectrum is the small 
eSck from the speaker when 
you press a key on the 
Keyboard. The following 
soutine will allow the VIC-20 to 
do this. 

The routine uses sound 
location 2 (location 36875). 
This means that any program 
which uses sound could be af- 
fected while this routine is ac- 
tive. You can disable the 
routine by _ pressing 
STOP/RESTORE. The routine 
is initialized with SYS 830. 

The routine is located in 
the cassette buffer starting at 
location 830. Listing 1 is the 
6502 assembler code and listing 
2 is a BASIC loader for the 
routine. 

Listing 1 
START : 830 
LDA 788 
STA 826 
LDA 789. 
STA 827 

LDAIM 0 initialize 
STAZ 254 routine 
LDAIM 89 
STA 788 
LDAIM 3 
STA 789 

RTS 
LDAIM 0 
STA 36875 switch off 
LDAZ 197 lick 
CMPZ 254 
PHA do a click? 
BEQ 14 
CMPIM 64 
BEQ 10 no 
LDAIM 240 character? 
STA 36875 
LDAIM 10 
STA 36878 make a click 
PLA 
STAZ 254 
JMPIA 826 end from 

routine 

Listing 2 
BASIC loader for the beep 

on a key pressed routine. 
10 DATA 173,20,3,141,58,3, 
173,21,3,141,59,3,169,0,133, 
254 

20 DATA 169,89,141,20,3,169, 
3,141,21,3,96,169,0,141,11,144 
30 
DATA 165,197,197,254,72- 
+240, 
14,201 64,240, 10,169,240 
40 DATA 141,11,144,169,10, 
141,14,144,106,183,254,108,58, 

$0 FOR I= 830 TO 888 : READ 
J: POKE I,J : NEXT 1 
60 SYS 830 
70 REM *** Your program *** 

The storage locations used 
by the routine are: 
254 =last character pressed 
826-827 = indirect jump address 
for hardware interrupt 

Kevin Irving 

This short program will help 
readers struggling to do their 
algebra homework. It enables 
you to plot a graph of an 
algebraic function, simply and 
quickly. 

You type in the function to 
be plotted in line 80 — here it 
shows the function ¥ = (X - 2) 
*(X + 2), Line 81 is used here 
to stop any values of Y greater 
than 10 being generated, as 
these will be off the screen and 
could lead to the program 
crashing. 

The graph will be displayed 
for a few seconds only, But you 
can see it again and again by 
pressing key FT. 

‘Though this program is 
designed for the VIC-20, it 
would be easy to adapt for 
other machines. The VIC has a 
screen of 23 lines, each line 22 
characters long. For a machine 
with L lines each N characters 
long, alter the program as 
follows: 
18 FOR Z = - (N*L/2) 

to (N* L /2)STEP N 
Line 35 Replace 22 with N 
Line $2 Replace 22 with N 
Line 81 Replace 10 with L / 2 

2. PRINT ‘* CLEAR 
SCREEN " 
12 X1=7929: X2=7928; POKE 
36879,8 
17 For Z=~4 TO 15: POKE 
X2+Z, 64: NEXT. 
18 FOR Z=~220 TO 220 
STEP 22: POKE X2+Z, 106: 
NEXT 
30 FOR X= —4TO 1S 
33 GOSUB 80 
35 P=(X1+X) —22°Y 

36 POKE P, 42 
40 NEXT X 
45 FOR TO 4000: NEXT 
50 FOR X= ~4 TO 15 
$1 GOSUB 80 
52 P = (X1+X) -22°Y 
$4 POKE P, 32: NEXT 
acer AS: IF AS="*"" THEN 

61 IF AS="“FS" THEN 2 
63 GOTO 60 
80 Y =(X—2)*(X +2) 
811F Y 10 THEN Y=10 
82 RETURN 

Chris Cattanach 

Cure that 
wobble 
2x81 

I've used this cheap cure for 
ZX81_ RAMpack wobble suc- 
cessfully for about a year now. 

The main cause of wobble 
trouble is that each time you 
press a key, the connections 
between the ZX81 and the 
RAMpack. flex because they 
both touch the table. 

My answer is to raise the 
RAMpack by raising the back 
of the ZX81, and by improving 
the fit of the connector. 

This is how to do it: 
1. Fix a strip of half-round 

rubber across the underside 
of the ZX81 using double 
sided adhesive tape. The 
rubber | used is about 4" 
thick and is the kind used in 
metal door frames. The ac- 
tual thickness is not critical, 
provided the RAM pack 
clears the table comfortably. 
The strip fits just behind the 
rear rubber feet. 

2, Find a piece of file binder 
which is used to grip papers. 
Ithas a cross section like a U 
shaped channel and the 
paper is gripped in the chan- 
nel. It should be about 14" 
wide. Cut a piece off and fit 
it so that it goes into the 
ZX81 connector slot and 
grips the lower edge. 

3. Fit a piece of '4* wide self- 
adhesive rubber foam across 
the RAM pack just above 
the connector to act as a 
cushion. 

4. Clean the contacts at the 
back of the ZX81 with a lit- 
tle meths on a cotton bud, 
till they are bright, Then 
push the RAM pack into 
place taking care not to use 
force. It should be a close fit 
and grip nicely. 

$. New connect up TV and 
power. If the K cursor does 
not appear, then go back to 
instruction 4. 

6. Key in PRINT PEEK 16389/ 
Newline; 128 should be 
printed. If not go back to in-. 
struction 4, 

Geoffrey Genever 

Have you ever wondered why the 
logical operators AND and OR 
are not supported in Sharp Basic 
SP 5025? Well, although it’s well 
hidden, the Sharp manual does 
give the answer for MZ-80K 
‘owners on Page 113. 

It all revolves around the 
famous Boolean Logic — don’t 
run away! It's not as complicated 
as it sounds... .and the famous 
AND and OR are available to 
Basic SP 5025 users. 

The is a logical multiply 
(AND) whilst the + is a logical 
add (OR), 

For the logical operator 
AND, the resultant condition will 
bbe true if the first condition and 
all other conditions are true. If 
either of the conditions are false, 
then the resultant condition will 
be false. 

The rule for the logical 
‘operator OR is: the resultant con- 
dition is true if either the first or 
any subsequent condition is true. 

Now — most logical 
operators are found within 
IF/THEN statements so for lines 
like: 
100IF A 6 AND B=0 THEN 
1200 
substitute 
100 IF (A 6)4(B=0) THEN 
1200 

Always remember that the 
arguments MUST be enclosed in 
brackets. 

You can have logical AND 
and OR in the same line 
100 IF 
(A. 6) 4(B=0)+(A_ 6) 
(B= 1) THEN 1200 + 

is Basic SP 5025 for 
100 IF (A_ 6 AND B=0) OR 
(A. 6 AND B=1) THEN 1200 

Tan Higton 
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The Cheapest Rampacks in The World | 

ZX SPECTRUM 
32K RAMPACK 

otconoue rdintaas You £39.95 
@ Fully Compatible with all accessories. 
@ No need to open computer and invalidate guarantee 
@ Why send your computer away and wait weeks for upgrade. 
@ Fully cased, tested and guaranteed. 

ZX81 16K RAMPACK £19.75 
ZX81 64K RAMPACK £44.75 
JUPITER ACE 16K RAMPACK _ £24.95 
All Units: Fully Cased and Guaranteed. Secure No Webtie Design Fully Compatible with ai acessories 

‘Send cheque/P.O. Payable to:— ZX SPECTRUM HOLDALL "ert vo commute 

CHEETAH inom Gk tt gin abba tasepT onl lace £7.99 

ine ne Ha AAU OC SSG 
388 THE STRAND 
rK WC2 ROHS 
Tel; 01-240 7939 16K Z x 81 RAM Packs now available at larger 

Le te branches of John Menzies. 

Diskwise Ltd. They’re here... 

Computer Centres 2 Space Zombies V 

SOUTH WEST & NORTH WEST 

Computer enthusiasts look no further 

MPFII 64K (Apple soft compatible) 
BBC modelB . . . seeee aoe 
Microline 80 Dot Matrix Printer 
Epson MX80 Dot Matrix Printer 
Smith Corona Daisy Wheel Printer 

AND LOTS MORE 
‘Above prices plus VAT 

Alarge selection of Games for the most popular 
computers plus Paper, Discs, Books etc. 
Weare business systems specialists and 

can provide software for most applications. 
STOCKPORT PLYMOUTH 

68-70 Lower Hiligate Depttord Place 
Stockport, Cheshire North Hill, Plymouth 
Tel: 061 477 5931 Tel: 0752 267000 
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A SPECTRUM CONSOLE 
THAT EVERYONE CAN AFFORD! 

For about the cost of the average games cassette youcan __ For instance: It is made of double-laminated corrugated 
now havea truly professional console for your ZX SPECTRUM! board with a final laminate of tough, spongeable high 

At only £7.50 it'san incredible bargain, andwilimake gloss vinyl 
your programming or playing so much easier. When assembled (about 10-15 minutes) It is completely 

How did we do It? rigid and tough enough to take years of useful work! 
By designing a unique method of self-assembly, andusing __Of course, we designed into it all the facilities you would 

relatively inexpensive materialst need for ease of use and performance... making Itneat, 
The result isa console that's tough, light, professionally tidy and good looking. 

designed and very highly finished! So why pay more for a 2X SPECTRUM console? Send today! 

& S 

Complete access 
to rear of machine! 

© Fully illustrated instructions 

Ideal position for ZX PRINTER 
‘of alternative storage for cassettes! 

Rugs ge 
double-laminated 
corrugated construction 
assembled in minutes — 
lasts for yearst Ergonomic Keyboard angle — 

ideal fo typing or playing games! 
Full ventilation for 

pe bse for stabi Computer and Power Pack! 

49 Borough High Street, London 
jedi card sales. 
Consoles © £8.25{inc Post Packing) 

leotiet of Printn Pioter products (please 

SEE US AT THE ZX MICROFAIR 
ALEXANDRA PAVILLION JUNE 4th 

AND THE COMPUTER FAIR 
EARLS COURT JUNE 16-19th 



‘= Payroll: Wookly, monthly, hourly, All wx codes, and pay levela 
Guaranteed correct. £26.00 @ Statutory Sick Pay: Better than 
‘programs costing 10 times as much on other machines, $40.25 
S Btock Control: Over 1500 lines. Pind, ad, delete, in 2 seconds! 
‘Sinclair op full-width plain paper printer (with interface ) supported. 
£25.00 @ Spectrum Demo Tape: Demonstration versions of payroll, 
stock control, SSP. On one tape £3.08 w Oritical Path Analysia: Enier 
network of over 800 activities. Program finds critical path. Durations 
‘and costa can be modified, and the calculation repeated. Pull-width 
printer supported. £16.00 
SPECTRUM 16K (usable on 46K) 
= Mortgage: Seo how repayment amount aifecta duration and total 
amount paid. While paying: see how much interest and how much 
capital you are paying. Month-ty month table printed. On the same 
tape ~ @ Loan: Caleulates true interest when paying instalmenta etc 
£8.00 (both programs together) 
Parallel Printer Interface: 
‘Allows you vo use a full-width plain paper printar with your 16K or 48K 
Spectrum! Has too many features to list here! COMPLETE with cable, 
connectors, and supporting software ~ nothing else to buy! $45.00. A 

inaon contact us about delivery @ Printers: 
‘you to choose the best printer for YOU and get It to you fast 

‘ata sensible price, FREE on request with orders for printer or interface 
‘simple word processing program for Spectrum! 
‘Fape Loading Probleme With Your Computer? 
= Te Microcomputer User's Book of Tape Recording: ts 
Practical guise to Relp you get prograces in sna out ct your computer Firiteen for tbe comp i professionals have foun {ho postage (42 90 in loading problema are o 

Helps with dropout 
Do luxe model £7.98 
xo1 16K 

force diagrams for 
augormily 

o ines in 16K or 2000 ines in @AK £28 00 @ Critieal Path 
Upto 600 activities in 16K. Over 600 activities in 48K £16.00 
Budget: Keops track of expenses and compares with budget. 80 
‘headings plus 12 months or 12 categories. £16.00 @ Financial Pack: 
Contains three programs: Mortgage, Loan and VAT £8.00 
‘Ail items are post free afd include VAT. Programs are supplied with, 
‘comprehensive manuals 
‘emember ~Wo at Hilderbay pride ourselves in the development of 
high quality professional software that is fully functional and with full 
‘support. Nok fancy packaging, fancy prices or fancy names. 
COMING SOON 
‘= Word Processing Package will allow the use of « daisywheol 
typewriter, linked to Spectrum, as keyboard and printer. 
Contact us now for further information on these products and our full 
Tange of Apple IT and CP/M Software. 

IE ENQUIRIE: fe ON ALL 

Hilderbay 
Professional Software 

Hilderbay Ltd Dept. nicwi2 8-10 Parkway 
Regents Park London NW1 7AA 

Telephone: 01-485 1059 Telex: 22870 
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MACHINE 
CODE 

SINCLAIR 
ZX81 

Two Great Games on one cassette cleverly written in 
machine code, stretches your computer to the limit. 
Both have flicker free graphics, unbelievable speed and 
can become addictive. 

JUMP JET 
You are flying a Harrier multi-roll aircraft, your task is 
to bring the deserted city to the ground, with ever in- 
creasing speed your task is anything but easy. 

FORMULA ONE 
Try and keep your yemyy Both with on 
formula one car on SCREEN SCORING, 
the track. As your Fully compatable with 
skill increases so does HMMBI 1K and 16K machines. 
speed. 

Both for the inclusive Price of £3.50! 
16K SPACE RESCUE 

Play this 16K 2X81 version of the popular Arcade 
game and save the six remaining survivors from Moon 

Base Alpha. 

For the inclusive price of £4.95 

ARIES SOFTWARE 22. Lower Brook Street 
SERVICES Basingstoke, Hampshire. 

SOFTWARE FOR THE 
vic 

AND COMMODORE 64 
UNEXPANDED VIC-20; 
SKI-SUNDAY  Gusie your siier Gown ihe forested course. through the 
slalom gates, avoiding the inary Razwese Dut watch Out Yor tho ice. 
POLARIS Youare in command of s nuciew sub destroy as many enemy 
ships and planes with you massiles « 30 seconds. score 400 pomnis and 
recent an extra 30 seconds on palo 
Both these games are in muti-cokcns meh many 80. 

as 
JACKPOT Own a tru mactne. just lie te ea! hog. can you win the 
Jaukpot, you will be amazed by the grapmca, coew's and many sound fttects, wh rune ailerent lunes & kat machine code peogram, a very 
compulsive game £5.50 
SWAG-MAN Chase the bution van ro seets of Now York picking 
Up the Sway. Dul Deware you rus! Getuae Ire be Borns, fo gan extra leme 
nd Tusk hl Colour and sound eects a very segral Game, requires IK 

onsen £5.50. 

jects and tunes, 

SUPER BANK MANAGER & jul leature werscn. needs 3K expansion 
Dut wal run un any memory size £7.50 
MIC SOFT Machne code monster arg Ssansemblet. any memory siz0 

i750 CHARACTER EDITOR Win our own mencow lacity £450 Fut documentalon wi ai ty proparrmes 
COMMODORE 64: 
LUNAR RESCUE Ou: own macrne ca vers tna popu aeage 
RVG SOFT 64 Machine coge assembler ana o-sassembley £7.50. 
Cer sotwareavauaie forthe IC and Commodore 64, sed 1 toe 

CHEQUES/P.O.s TO: 
MR CHIP SOFTWARE 

Dept HCW I Nevile Pace, Llandudno, Gwynedd LL30 3BL. Tot: 0402 49747, 
WANTED: Good quality software, top royalties pald. 



IE Applications, 177 Castleton 
Road, Mottingham FE9 4DE 

Anything for which the instruc- 
tions include the line ‘Cheats 
Sometimes Prosper!” has to be 
worth a look. 

Alien Mine has you digging 
for jewels beneath a planet sur- 
face while a tank shoots away at 
your base hut, behind a pile of 
stone blocks which will fall on 
you at the earliest opportunity. 

If that isn’t bad enough, the 
tunnels you dig are inhabited by 
wandering nasties who follow 
you around trying to end your 
miserable existence! 

On-screen presentation is 
ry good, being a flat cross sec- 

tional drawing of the 
underground area around your 
start point. You have to tunnel 
away to reach the jewels buried 
beneath, 

Instructions are sparse — 
you are supposed to work it out 
for yourself, apparently. Which 
you will do once you've been 
shot, buried, eaten alive and 
squashed a few times. 

For avery simple gamethere 
are lots of ways to die in Alien 
Mine! 1 found it good fun and 
cleverly written. It will not go 
stale easily and the key layout is 
fairly easy to use. Allin all, highly 
playable and recommended. 

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Can you bea 
the latest 
Spectrum 
games? 
| === 
Find out our reviewers’ verdicts 
on this batch of action games 

for the Spectrum 

} game. The task is to escape the 
house and get into town for a 
night on the tiles. 

Failure to clear the marital 
home quietly awakens the wife 
who proceeds to chop you up into 
cat meat! A neat little graphic 
routine cheerfully depicts the 
dismembering of husband 
Henry. (Nothing gory — 
honest). 

The game itself is a Hobbit- 
type text/graphics mixture, 
wherein you are given a hi 
resolution picture of your present 
surroundings and progress — or 
not — by entering commands 
such as “GET MATCHES" etc. 

The program understands a 
fair number of words and is very 
easy to communicate with. 

Silicon Software, 24 Short Lane, 
Stanwell, Middlesex 

Frogger meets Pacman. In part 
one of this game you use the 
cursor key to guide Thomas Frog 
from bottom to top of the screen 
through a maze of slowly moving 

Master this and you graduate 
to more advanced problems, 
Once again you have o climb the 
screen, but this time the maze 
takes a different form. It’s not 
unlike a Pacman maze, which 
slowly narrows to make it harder 
and harder for you to gobble up 
the power points which are 
dotted about. 

This second stage is really 
quite difficult, and your 
admittedly less than nimble- 
fingered reviewer came nowhere 
near succeeding, so there's 
enough challenge to ensure the 
game's appeal will last 

Points are awarded during 
each part of the game, and a 
highest-score record is kept. 

One particularly nice 
feature: you can examine the 
Basic program in order to make 
your own improvements, and each 
maze can be saved as a separate 
game. 

DJ. RH. RA. 
48K £6.95 ; oa 

instructions Mikro-Gen, 24 Agar Crescent, | instructions instructions 70% 
layability Bracknell, Berks playability 75% | playability 65% 

feraphics graphics 759% | graphics 65% 
value for money God help the designer if Womens | Value for money 85% | value for money 10% 

Li ever get hold of him’?! Mad | preggereggereggereg 
Kak Martha isa domestic adventure | ibs 

Space operate the controls; which are I duly did battle with all of 
ure the Z and X keys for dodging SeramMble |... srovermenioned hazards a 

Raiders £5.50 all the aforementioned speeds, 

Psion, 2 Huntsworth Mews 
Gloucester Place, London NW1 
6DD 

‘A good version of the ever- 
popular Space Invaders, Well- 
designed, smooth graphics, with 
an effective sound accompani- 
ment. 

You start with three guns, 
and another gun is said to be 
available after 1,000 points. To 
verify that, though, more expert 
hands than mine would have to 

right and left, and the space key 
for firing. 

Both the current and the 
high score are shown. 

Though the principle of this 
game is well established by now, 
this implementation is particularly 
good. Worth the money on that 
basis alone. 

DT. 

instructions 85% 
playability 90% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 80% 

kk kk 

Mikro-Gen, 24 Agar Crescent, 
Bracknell, Berks 

This game presents you with an 
impressive menu, but the meal to 
follow is rather mediocre — a bit 
like ordering a Crepe Suzette in a 
five star hotel and being served a 
pancake with orange juice! 

After loading, you are 
presented with a. selection of 
speeds ranging from slow 
through normal to fast, and a 
choice of Missiles, UFOs, 
‘Meteors or the Fortress and Base. 

HOME COMPUTING WE! 

but sill could not whip up any en- 
thusiasm for a second helping. 

As an introduction to this 
type of game, maybe — though 
what an inexperienced player 
would make of the plane 
ploughing through mountains 
without any apparent damage 1 
can’t imagine. BB. 

instructions 85% 
playability 60% 
graphics 0% 
Value for money $5M% 
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Games of the unexpected 
for the unafraid... 
THE WHITE BARROWS 
Somewhere amid this maze of burial chambers lurks an Evil 
Sorcerer whom you need to trap. Trouble is, he’s protected 
by Trolls, Dwarves, Serpents and the occasional Dragon or two! Your magic staff will block the tunnel to prevent him 
escaping unless, that is, he outwits you. 
A real brain twister, White Barrows requires both brains 
and brawn from its players. It’s no good just hacking 
your way through the Barrows and hoping to fall over 
the Sorcerer. Eventually you'll meet a Dragon, and 
they don’t hack easily! You'll need all your strength 
and cunning to survive this one for long. 
THE WHITE BARROWS Only £6.50 ail inclusive! 
CELLS AND SERPENTS 
‘More monsters than you ever thought could live 
behind your keyboard. Wander the hills in search 
of gold and glory but be very, very careful where 
you tread! There are things here that will make 
your wildest nightmares look like Julie Andrews. 
Fancy meeting a Mind Flyer, for example? Or how 
about shaking hands with an Asmodeus? (You'll 
‘only do that once!) Treasure is here to be found 
though. . . the hard way. 

See just how good you reallly are at 
adventuring with this practically unsurvivable 
fantasy. Not for the faint of heart or the slow of 
sword. 
CELLS AND SERPENTS Only £6.50 all inclusive! 
** SPECIAL DEAL ** 
Both programs for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

Our Adventure Series programs are available on 
tape for the following systems: 
Commodore VIC-20 (not available for White 
Barrows), Commodore PET, Sharp MZ-80A and 
MZz-80K, Tandy TRS-80 Model 1, BBC Model B 
or 32K Model A, Atari 400 and 800, Sinclair 48K 
2X Spectrum. 

ASP Software, ASP Ltd, | am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/Money Order 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE (delete as necessary) for £ (payable to ASP Ltd) 
OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 

Please send me . . . tape(s) of the following programs: 
The White Barrows : @£6.50each —_ Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include your postcode Cells and Serpents. . @£6.50each — NAME(Mr/Ms) 
Both tapes at special price only£11.45 ADDRESS: 
Mysystemisa .. computer 

POSTCODE TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME Signature Date 



SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Time/Money 
£5.50 

Poppy Programs, Richmond 
House, Ingleton, Carnforth, 
Lanes LA6 3AN 

The tape was supplied with a 
photocopied insert which con- 
tained brief but adequate 
typewritten instructions, Both 
programs loaded easily but did 
not auto-run — a disadvamage 
with programs for use with 
children, Good graphics, but on- 
ly minimal use was made of col- 

Programs to 
make you 
and your 

family think 

19 Test 
£5.75 

Flowchart, 62 High Street, Inth- 
ingborough, Northants, NN9 
STN 

The 1Q Test cassette has two 
tests, one on each side. Each has 
2 questions to be answered in 20 
minutes, time to go and time 
elapsed being shown on the 
screen 

The questions are typical 
multi-choice intelligence test 
items, some easy, some obscure 
—and at least one was wrong. 

A selection of educational 
programs for all ages. Find out 

our reviewers’ educated 
opinions of them 

our and sound, 
Time displays a clock face 

and asks you to type in the time in 
word form. Several variations are 
accepted — six twenty, twenty 
past six etc — although only a set 
answer is given. Ithink a child ag- 
ed between four and six (the age 
Tange the programs are written 
for) would find the reply “Yes, J 
twenty five to eleven” to an entry 

After the quiz the score is 
given, with a corresponding 1Q 
rating, and the questions can be 
shown again with the correct 
answers 

The recording is low-level 
and high output is required to 
load successfully. However, the 
instructions are clear, and the 
program straightforward and 

of “ten thirty five” rather con 
fusing. 

Money shows pictures of 
various coins and asks the user to 
enter the different coin needed to 
make up a stated amount. The 
coins were confusing at first but 
soon became easily recognisable. 

Both programs had a value 
as a repetitive exercise. But for 
much less, you could buy a set of 
imitation coins and a clock fé 
which would do the job just as 
well 

RE. 

instructions 80% 
playability 68% 
graphics 93% 
value formoney 40% 

Garden Birds 
£6.50 

Hilton Computer Services, 14 
Avalon Road, Orpington, Kent 
BR69AX 

Was that really an Egyptian 
vulture in the back garden? This 
is the program to tell you ... but 
slowly. The idea is for you to 
answer the program's questions 
and the program will identify the 
bird. 

It works well, but there are 
snags. It takes more than seven 
minutes to load the program to 
the point where questions start, at 
least ‘five minutes for you to 
answer the questions, and, 
because the program is largely in 

computer gives the correct 
the See ae seantbs One 
command on. As it prints 

text, the correct 

the programy 
check on 

BASIC, about two minutes to 
sort out the answer 
After all that time the bird hasno 
doubt flown, 

The screen display is, likethe 
packaging, amateurish. 

This really is a program in 
search of a purpose. A good book 
is cheaper, faster and has pic- 
tures} As a result of the way the 
program is written, it cannot be 
used as a bird data base either, 
Overall, disappointing in view of 
the amount of hard work that ob- 
viously went into it 

| you the formula of acompound 

Pe Atom 10 calculate the 
number of moles from the given | 

‘of an element or vice- 

und works 
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easy 10 use 
Test 2, however, insisted on 

starting again when completed, 
and some juggling was necessary 
to get the score and answers 
without being told “You haven't 
answered any questions yet, you 
dummy". 

If you like this kind of quiz 
you wil enjoy this cassette. But 
each test can really only be used 
‘once per person, and you may 
think that the price of £5.75 is a 
shade high for 40 minutes of in- 
telligence test 

DM. H.C, 

instructions 60% | instructions 80% 
playability 70% | playability 70% 
graphics 10% | graphics 40% 

value for money 20% | value for money 40% 
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~ Sell your 
unwanted 
Software! 

80% of original price paid! 
Any home micro! 

Special opportunity to get into 
games programmingwill be 
enclosed with details sent! 

Spectrum 16/48K - ZX81 - VIC 20 - Commodore 64 ff 
Dragon 32 - BBC A/B - Oric - Acorn Atom - Lynx 

and Newbrain. 

Send for full details to: 

COMPUTERHOUSE lwAdtress 

FREEPOST 
ILFORD 

ESSEX IG12BR 



Both the ZX81 and the Spectrum 
juse a string handling system 
which is different from most 
other microcomputers. It is not 
inferior and, in certain 
applications, has a distinct 
advantage. 

A string is generally 
accepted as being a sequence of 
letters, characters or numbers, 
and is identified by quotation 
marks at each end, 

It can be used directly as in: 
10 PRINT “HELLO” 

or assigned to a string 
variable as i 
10 LET AS = “HELLO” 

By the use of the associated 
functions VAL, LEN, STRS, 
CODE, slicing and 
concatentation (look it up in the 
manual!), we have a very 
powerful device. 

A brief outline of these 
APtunctions: 

VAL will givethe numerical value 
of the string if it consists of 
numbers 
LEN will tell you how many 
characters a string contains 
STRS converts a numerical 
variable or number to a string 
variable 
CODE gives the value of the 
character's code (see manual 
appendix) 
SLICING selects a character or 
group of characters from an 
existing string 
CONCATENTATION adds 
strings together 

At first sight these seem of 
little use, but do not 
underestimate them. 

Selecting a character or 
group of characters from a str- 
ing is achieved by using one of 

the following (presuming AS to 
be HELLO”): 
a AS(5) selects one 

character or 
“‘element™ of AS, 
in this case the 
fifth () 

b AS(2 to 4)selects the second 
to fourth elements 
(inclusive) from 
AS (ELL) 

¢ AS (3 to) selects from the 
third clement to 
the end of the str- 
ing (LLO) 

d A$ (to 2) selects from the 
start of the string 
up to, and in- 
cluding, the se- 
cond element 
(HE) 

If you are converting a 
listing for-another machine to 
ZX then the following com- 
parisons apply 

a MIDS(AS,5,1) 
b MIDS(AS,2,3) 
¢ RIGHT $ (AS, 0) 

n is the number of elements 
required counting from the 
END of the string: therefore 
AS (410 ) = RIGHT $(AS, 
2) 

4 LEFT S(AS,n) 
1 is the number of elements 
counting from the start of the 
string, direct conversion from 
ZX, i.e. AS( to 3) = LEFTS 
(AS.3) 

The only real problem is 
and an all purpose formulae for 
varying length strings is 
RIGHT S(AS,n) is converted to 
AS(LEN AS - (n - 1) to ) 

The Spectrum has READ 
and DATA functions, but in 

many cases these are easily 
simulated on the ZX81 by using 
strings. These techniques can 
also be used on the Spectrum, 
and, in some cases, provide an 
increase in speed over the con- 
ventional use of DATA. 

Numerical DATA may be 
simulated by the following 
method, using VAL to convert 
the string variable to a 
numerical value. 
10 LET AS = 327654918 ete 
(replacing 10 DATA 
Tia ose) 
20 LET A = VAL AS (X) 

Where X is the required 
element of AS — for example, 
if you want the fourth item of 
DATA (element of AS) — X 
would equal 4, and so, at line 
20, A would equal 6. 

A slight problem occurs 
with numbers of more than one 
digit, especially with a set of 
numbers of varying digits (e. 
12, 100, 5). This can be ov 
come by making all numbers 
contain the same amount of 
characters — padding smaller 
numbers with 0s in front. 

For example: 150, 19, 7 
Making cach up to three 

digits: 150, 019, 007 (the value 
of 7 and 007 is the same) 

Our string becomes 
10 LET AS = "150019007" 

And is READ by 
20 LET A = VAL AS (X to X 
+ 2) 

X must start at a value of 1 
and increase by a factor of +3. 
In the above example: 
X =I then A = 150 

4then A 19 
X = 7then A =7 

DATA words can also be 
simulated by this method; as 
with numbers, all words must 
be of the same length. This time 

pad out shorter words by ad- 
ding extra spaces to the end of 
the word: 
10 LET AS = “WEEK sp sp 
TODAY MONDAYFRIDAY" 

Select words by 
20 LET WS = AS(X to X +5) 

Do not forget, X must in- 
crease by the length of the 
longest word each time — in 
our example this is six letters, 
therefore X must be 1, 7, 13 or 
19. 

Use the power of 
strings to handle words 
GES 

The ZX811 and the Spectrum 
share a powerful system of 
handling strings. Ray Elder 

shows how it works with two 
example games to type in 

You can also slice strings 
directly without first assigning 
them to a variable. This saves 
time and memory. Lines 10 and 
20 could be written. 
10 LET WS = “WEEK sp sp 
TODAY sp MONDAYFRI- 
DAY "(X to X +5) 

Unfortunately if you have 
WEEK or TODAY you also 
have unwanted spaces. One way 
of removing these is to include 
the code: 
20 FOR I = 1 to LEN WS 
30 IF WS(l) = “sp” THEN 
GOTO 60 
40 NEXT 1 
$0 GOTO 70 
60 LET WS = WS (TO 1-1) 
70 REM rest of program 

We will now create a sub- 
routine to select’ a random 
word, I used three separate str- 
ings, one each for six, seven- 
and eight-letter words and each 
containing 10 words. You can 
modify any of this to suit your 
‘own requirements, and even 
reduce it to one multi-length 
word string plus the “spaces” 
stripping routine. 

Select a six-, 
ight-letter word: 

2000 LET Y = INT (RND #3 
+6) 

Select word from string: 
2010 LET X = INT(RND 10) 

*Y +1 
Go to correct string: 

2020 GOTO 2030 + (20 3%(Y-6) 
Six-, seven- and cight- 
letter strings 

2030 LET WS = “MONDAYF 
RIDAYSUNDAYAUGU 
STWINTERSUMMERE 
ASTERSPRINGAUTUM 
NMOMENT" (X to X + 
Y¥=1) 

2040 RETURN 
2050 LET WS = “TUESDAY 

WEEKDAYWEEKEND 
HOLIDAYJANUARY 
OCTOBEREVENINGDA 
YTIMEMINUTESSECO 
NDS" (X 0 X+Y=1) 

2060 RETURN 
2070 LET WS = “THURSDA 

YSATURDAYTOMOR 
ROWFEBRUARYNOVE 
MBERDECEMBERCAL 
ENDARMIDNIGHTDA 
YBREAKMORNINGS"” 

seven-, or 
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(XtoX+¥-1) subroutine, 2000-2080, above as 
2080 RETURN well as the listed code, and both 

Here are two programs — | are skeleton programs. 
Jumble and Hangman — to fur- I leave you to add scores, 
ther illustrate the various uses | players’ names, routines and so 
of strings. Both need the! on. 

Listing for Jumble — don’t forget to insert the sub-routine 
(2000-2080) after line 510 

2 REM FekHS ESSER 
@ REM * JUMBLE # 
S REM seteeeeeee 

28 GOSuB 2000 
BQ GOSUB 2100 
25 PRINT AT @.8;"# JUMBLE 
90 LET AS="semmes ( TO LEN 4 
3S_PRINT AT 3.0 CAN YOU UNSCR AMBLE... 
50 6030p 2200 
70 FOR I=1 TO LEN Ms $0 PRINT AT, 10,14-Ysr42;" “;AT 
1014-74142; "ep" 
3 NREY $ 

* THEN GOTO so 
TO LEN MS (J) THEN GOTO 150 

PRINT AT 13,0 
TRY AGAIN"; TAB 
uORD" 
LET GS=INKEYS 

@ IF_cs="" GR 
eonen 

230 IF GS="T" THEN GOTO 20 
25@_ PRINT AT_13,0 THE WOR 

DUARS.. "5 U8; TAB 
25S IF _INKEY$<>""" THEN GOTO 255 
269 PRINT AT 16,0;"“PRESS ANY KE 

yvOTO PLAY. 
THEN GOTO 270 

Fj 

DOF PEPER pEREE HOTIVOINTAGONPOW 
snlosseseenasoene. 

AND GS 

2680 CLS 
298 GOTO 10 
S@@ PRINT AT 13,0; “WELL DONE, T 

HAT OTS CORRECT.” 

09 o 10, _ bs] im = SREREFER ERE SESE SESEE 
IX UP WORD (Ms) «# by 101 2, 

(RNDSLEN US+1) 
M$ (X) 4M$C TO X-2) +Mg 

RAEEEREESES EES 
REM * PRINT AS AND MS = 
REM #42eeeeee 2252525555 
FOR K=1 TO LEN M$ 
PRINT AT 6,14-Y+K#2;MS(K)IGA 

310,14-Y+K #2; AS(K) 
2220 NEXT K 
2230 RETURN 

DPR PPXBPR RO 

He 

S00 FO+ WE Esa 
MMMM! Dio VNMVMM! 

ody SSPosus' 

4 c 3 4 

Listing for Hangman — this also needs the sub-routine 
(2000-2080) in the article 

i REM « HANGMAN = 
2 REM S4eeeeeee ERE EEE 
S REM # INIT. VARS. = 
QS REM 42254552555542% 

4@ LET D=-19 
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20 LET “ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORS. 
TUUUXYZ" 

$@ LET Hs$="4011491150115111521 25311$41155115511571157115612561 
35614561556165517561656195620562 1562255225422532252232522151539522 

11852185316521 
75916511652165316541652155114521 
4531452135513511253125312" 

23 SOSuB 2000 

EN Us 
220 PRINT AT 
1359 NEXT I 

159 LET _GS=INKEYs 
260 IF _Gs="" OR CODE G§<38 THEN 
GOTO 150 
470 IF CODE AS(CODE G$-37)>63 T 

HEN GOTO 159. 
17S PRINT AT 14,3;" 
A77 REM +4eeeeeeseeeeee 
478 REM # CHECK INPUT # 
279 REM seseeesesecetes 

39@ FOR _I=1 TO LEN Us 
BQO IF GS<¢>x$i(I} THEN GOTO 230 
B1G PRINT AT 10,10-Y+r#2; Ge 229 GOSUB See 
23@ NEXT I 
240 IF F=1 THEN GOTO 140 
B47 REM £keeeee SEE EE EEREE 
248 REM # WRONG ROUTINE #* 
B49 REM #eseeresessseeese 
250 LET D=D+20 
269 PRINT AT 14,3; "SORRY,WRONG 

GUESS 
265 GOsuB 520 
270 FOR I=@ TO 2e@ STEP 4 
200 PLOT VAL _H$(D+eI TO D+Ie4),U 

AL _HS(D+I+2 TO D+I+3) 
290 NEXT I 
300 IF 0<15@ THEN GOTO 140 
SO? REM #8 se Fees EEE EE 303 REM ¥ EXECUTION = 
BOO REM saeeeeeeteres 
320 UNPLOT 58,112 
320 UNPLOT Si,i2 
330 UNPLOT 52/32 
$40 UNPLOT S3,11 
SS@ UNPLOT S4,11 
369 PRINT .US;TAB 24; “URGHH" $37@ PRINT AT 19,3; "PRESS NEWLIN 

— TO TRY AGAIN” 
380 IF CODE INKEY$<>116 THEN GO 

To 3sse 

497 REM #443eeeees5e2255543304 
4968 REM & X$/RS UPDATE.PAUSE * 
499 REM HeESR ERE EEE SES EREEEESE 
500 LET X#(I)=" ~ 

: “€ TOY) THE 510 IF x 
N_GOTO 62) 
S22 LET AS(CODE G$-37)=CHRS (CO 

DE_Gs+128) 
SOO PRINT AT 2,3;A8 
$40 LET F=1 
339 FOR v=a TO 30 
S7@ RETURN 
SO? REM #24545 eeeee222% 
S95 REM # WIN ROUTINE * 
S99 REM setesereeresere 
688 PRINT AT 15,6; “CONGRATULATI 

516 PRINT _AT 19,2; "PRESS NEULIN 
E19 PLAY AGAIN” 

47,12; "You _woN*" 
S26 IF CODE INKEY$<¢>116 THEN GO 

TO 615 



SATURDAY 4th (10am-6pm) 

SUNDAY 5th —(10am-4pm) 

THE 
METROPOLE HOTEL: 
AT THE 
NATIONAL 
EXHIBITION CENTRE 

Birmingham 
VISIT THE COMPLETE SHOW FOR THE HOME USER AND SEE: 

ACOMPLETE cross section of all ha’ available to the home user. 
A FULL RANGE of home Ss priced from £50 upwards. 

A COMPUTER ADVICE CENTRE run 5 endent experts for the answers to all your 

IN WIN WIN TWO. 
be wor 

ADULTS: £2.00 
UNDER 8s & OAPs: FREE 
25% DISCOUNT for parties of oftware 
20 or more day 

Weekly 

MAD MARTHA 48K ORIC 1 
Our Price....... : 164.95 

For 48K SPECTRUM Including P&P AND a free software package entitled 
or “3 Games for Children’’, which makes imaginative 

GRAPHIC ADVENTURE, N | us EN use of Oric's colours, graphics and sound to 
encourage children to learn counting, spelling and use 

of typewriter keyboard. 

All Orics supplied with DIN to 3 jacks unless DIN-to- 
DIN specified. 

Oric Software 

Teach yourself Oric Basic 
Oric Trek 

* Accepts full English sentences * ‘Compendium 01 
* Draws each location in hi-res * Backgammon 

© Bn Tigiara = 3 Games for Children 
astra (Cassette and booklet) 

* Hundreds of witty replies * * - Buy 2 cassettes, deduct 
* Includes three arcade type games * (oy Buy 3 cassettes, deduct 

Steet of heaters Buy 4 cassettes, deduct 
* Accepts multi-line commands * 

* Three skill levels * Please add 50 pence P&P for cassette orders. 
Cheques/Money Orders etc to: 

Burslem Computer Centre 
are aste 74 Waterloo Road 

Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent ST6 3EX 
Tel: 0782 825555 

Mad Martha £695 plus 40 per etd 
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THE Most EXCITING AND 
INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE EVER 

YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN 
ANYTHING LIKE IT — BECAUSE 

(KS THERE IS NOTHING LIKE IT 

efooam YES, TSA MAGAZINE, BUT 
MEE, WITH NO PAPER ITISENTIRELY 

sso ‘WRITTEN’ ON MAGNETIC TAPE — , 
READY FOR YOUTO SIMPLY 
LOAD AND RUN. 

UNBEATABLE VALUE 
AT ONLY £2.99 

ISSUE NO, 1 NOW 
AVAILABLE AT 

WH. SMITHS AND 
JOHN MENZIES,* 

*OR AVAILABLE BY POST FOR £2.99 (POSTAGE FREE) 

‘ fecha 
SREEBER GMO Fees, commerce, |S Searle tterSce 

issue No. 1 (May/June) itmy Access Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 

CutoutandSENDTO: Subscription Cl 
SPECTRUMCOMPUTING Rates Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes 

ora Read £17.94 for6 issues UK NAME (Mrs) 
Surrey, CRA6AR £20.00 foré issues by ONES, 

overseas surface mail 

£24.00 fordissuesby [] POSTCODE. 
overseas mail Westie 

(tick Cas appropriate) Dote 



Save time and temper 
with a helpful program 

These programs are designed to 
help you out, whether you're 

making music or meddling with 
memory. Before you buy, take a 

look at what our reviewers 
thought of them 

The BBC Music 
Processor 

BBC B £14.95 

Quicksilva, 13 Palmerston Road, 
Southampton SOL 1LL 

‘The BBC has a very sophisticated 
sound generating capability 
which tends to be overlooked, 
partly because programming 
‘music from Basicis a lengthy and 
complex procedure, This 
program takes out the tedium 
and lets you concentrate on 
creating music. Supplied with a 
well written, twelve page booklet, 
it took me about two hours to 
master the operating 

proceedures. 
All four sound channels can 

be used, the three envelopes 
adjusted, and speed, volume and 
many other controls are supplied, 
including a ‘recording’ facility 
(with: dubbing’ and 
“edit” on each track”). Music 
cam be saved on tape asa separate 
file. 

The sound quality of the 
BBC speaker is poor, but with a 
modified system the results can 
be impressive — as the three 
supplied "files" demonstrate. 

Thisis a beautifully versatile 
program which, as an ex- 

musician (failed!), 1 found 
impressive and valuable. The Shifty 
screen displays the various | 48K Spectrum 
parameters and settings clearly, 
the program is weil error trapped, 
user friendly and provides good 
user prompts. 
Iftherehad been a facility 10 

output to screen or, more 
importantly, to printer, a 
manuscrips display of completed 
compositions, the program 
would have been perfect. (If 
Quicksilva cam produce an 
additional program to work in 
conjunction with the ‘file’ 
Program to do this — reserve me 
acopy!) 
instructions 
ease of use 
display 
Value for meiney 

Work Force, 140 Wilsden 
Avenue, Luton, Beds 

With the cassette came a letter 15 
inches long by 4 inches wide 
printed out using the Sinclair 
printer. To quote from it: 
“nobody can describe the stan- 
dard Sinclair hardware as 
especially suitable for word pro- 
cessing, however, with some 
lateral thinking applied 10 the 
problem the main deficiency, the 
printer, has been overcome". 
What they mean is that any text 
over 32 characters in width (nor- 

mal screen) is printed out 
sideways — hence the 1S-inch- 
long letter. 

A further quote: “we don’t 
suggest anyone purchases Shifty 
asadedicated word processor, but 
if your handwriting is like mine 
hand you need to upgrade your 
Presetation then Shifty will 
allow you to do this at an accep- 
table cost””, My own handwriting 
justified me purchasing a decent 
second hand typewriter. I have 
just worked out that if 1 used 
Shifty and the Sinclair printer, my 
average letter would be about a 
metre long! 

With the tape came four 
pages of instructions set up by us- 
ing SHIFTY, but printed out ona 
normal (I use that word advised- 
ly) printer. Even so, I found using 
the program a tedious task. My 
advice to the programmer would 
be to either join a company 
which specialises in word pro- 
‘cessors, or use his or her very ob- 
vious talents for fun programs for 
thehomecomputer market. 

instructions 
easeofuse 
display 
value for money 
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Gem 
Character 
Generator 

Dragon £8.65 
Gem Software, Unit D, The 
Maltings, Station Road, 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. 

This package is intended to 
make it easy for you to define 
your own character shapes to be 
used in the hi-res screen modes, 
and consists of two modules 

The first enables you to 
define up to 128 different 
characters which can be saved 
asa data file. You also have the 
facility to read in and update 
this file at any time. 

To definine your 
characters, you are presented 
with a 7 by 9 grid whose rows 
and columns are numbered, 
Each square in the grid can be 
filled in to define the character. 

‘As you are filling in this 
grid the character is drawn full 
size on another section of the 
screen so that you can see how it 
is taking shape. 

Once you have completed 
the definitions the data is saved 

Examples: 
Parsel 26.50 
Invaders 18.95 
Ext. Basic 69.95, 
Speech Synth. 47.95 
Joysticks 20.95 
Car Wars 19.95 
Chess 35.50 
Add/Sub 1 26.50 

All Pric 

60 High St 
Tel: (06 

We'll help you do better. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

SOFTWARE AT 
DISCOUNT PRICES 

Also Large Range Cassette Software 

99ER Magazine supplied on Subscription 

s Include VAT and Postage. 
Send sae for full list or send cheque with order or phone 

using Barclaycard or Access. 

on cassette, so you can build up 
a library of different character 
sets, For example, one set could 
include proper lower case 
characters, another could have 
scientific symbols, and so on. 

The second module is a 
demonstration program, and 
also contains the routines that 
are used to read in the character 
data file and then to print any 
selected characters anywhere on 
the hi-res screen. The characters 
are held in a two dimensional 
array and are referenced by 
their ASCII value, 

An added feature is the 
facility to display your text ver- 
tically (that is, lying on its side), 
as well as horizontally. The 
demo program actually shows a 
sine graph with the axes rotated 
using both these formats. 

The character drawing is a 
bit slow but tips on overcoming 
this are given in the clearly 
printed instruction leaflet. C.D, 

85% 
80% 
80% 
80% 

instructions 
ease of use 
graphics 
value for money 

wg 

Alligator Mix 
Multiplication 26.50 
Division 26.50 
Beg'hGrammar 19.95 
Adventure/Pirate 26.50 
The Count 19.95 
Savage Island 19.95 
Oldies/Goodies 11.95 
Begin Basic 

How 

maGALAXY= 
ent 
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vu-Caic 
Spectrum 

£8.95 

Psion, 2 Huntsworth Mews 
Gloucester Place, London NW 
6DD 

At one time, it was thought that 
fan attempt to run a spreadsheet 
Program on a microcomputer 
must be doomed to failure, Yer 
VU-Calchasall the functions you 
need for practical use. 

On a 48K machine, it pro- 
vides a matrix of 60 columns and 
60 rows, four columns and 18 
rows being visible at one time 
The visible part of the matrix car 
be moved rapidly to a new post 
tion, allowing the whole array to 
be examined. Each ‘box’ pro- 
vides room for seven characters, 
but text can be over-run into the 
next box. 

A box can contain text, = 
number, or the result of a calcul 
tion based on the numbers in 
other boxes, using 
mathematical equation entered 
by the user. The usual four 

Enfils, Mddesex, ENS SF Ergon 
“CHARGEN: & ‘DEMO! for HBC 8 

(pune: Fad dovorenatin for oe epoagrem om 
‘LANGUAGE TUTOW 

Avaiable Pry 
“READ ARROWS' Aplin same for 
‘hoor dome se mip 

ich wal have you spell bound. Dare fond? Wilke ypeth work for you. 
“SOLITAIRE fo V4C29inenpanded) “Ts the familar Gass 308 perm leave the lav pet sanding ie the mae 

"ZAXX for VIC-20 (wnexpanéed) ‘Shoot Sowe the a 
ood sound elects 
COMA fo VE. lanrpanes 

"LANGUAGE DATA TAPE? (or mathion « shoves nan of Hench. bondoede of 

‘DATAMASTER’ (or VIC-20(unexpanding) ‘Avonal bat eile database propre chose «ems Ser ot of options ike input. 
‘lows change, ovtpet, load, sipbs ort and ew he For perseal dub econ 

TE GREAT IMERIAN CRYSTAL’ for 880 A 
‘Are you tired of uncompromiing advent tie thn one for you! A unique game 

eth your ne, Bt jt fom one anh ut rom he, sone 

ty mores can the cob “Anothe fne gue mith sound, caboat and 

mathematical functions available 
on calculators may be used, with 
brackets if needed. 

Operation is straighforward 
once the essential concepts have 
been absorbed, and the contents 
of the matrix can be saved on tape 
and later reloaded. The only pro- 
blem encountered was that the 
“EXAMPLE' program on the 
side B failed to perform in a 
‘sseful way, merely loading three 
ones into separate boxes, but a 
array was loaded and restored 

without difficulty. 
There are so many possible 

ways of using this program that it 
may take some time to realise its 
fal potential. One matrix already 
sored away safely gives practice 
tees for Grand Prix drivers, 
another contains household 
bedeet details, and those werethe 
peoduct of the first hour of 
serious use! Only the imagination 
of the user imposes a limit to the 

| pomibilities. 

| sxxcractions 
} case of use 
| Gosptry 

walue for money 

ise s pvt deep Full 
oended togeneratt 

SPECTRUM, ACORN ATOM 4 VIC20 

prearranged in group ready 10 00 

1 of the ren, 
sume sith areal ue 

250 

ow ie hoon wid Gogh 0 8 Mah eng 08 

tay we plac pop. Make pout mone 10 foie Sousa ey doesnt i Hours af ‘So 

you can move in all for dirs. pre 15.00 



Sniper - for the Dragon 32 
Are you fast? ... are you good? ... can you shoot straight? 

Here's your chance to prove it. Not just another shoot 
mM up game, but the ultimate in hit ‘em fast, and hit’em 

hard games but thisis no game... your life is at stake! 
Fast action machine code game, which calls for a 

steady trigger, and nerves of steel, 10 levels of difficulty 
joystick controlled gunsight, high res graphics and 
sound. “Smart” targets!! 
Game design and dragonware: R. Lowry 

am 

Acnean Mutoids = for the BBC model B 
“Where am 1”?.. A reasonable question, but the shock 
answer is only the first in a series of catastrophes that 
might lie ahead .., A bolt of lightning stabs your eyes as 
the monitor awakes you from stasi-sieep, only to tell you 
the worst! 

Your interstellar cruiser has been invaded by the evil 
race known as the acneans- even worse, you are alonel! 

In a micro-instant you realise the task that faces you is 
one of spine-tingling terror — you must risk all to save 
earth from a horrific destiny. Can you avoid the blood 
dripping, plasma curdling mutoids and activate the ship's 
self destruct computer ~ do you have the courage? Can 
you save mother earth??, can you save yourself??? the 
answer is surely ... how??? Superlative graphics and 
sound make this game by Phil Woodrow, the ultimate 
challenge! 

All of these superb games £6.50 each, inc first class post, 
packing and VAT. 
All orders despatched within 24 hrs of receipt 
Available from all good software outlets or direct from 
Soft Joe's. 
Dealership enquiries to: 
Soft Joe’s Software, Business Centre, Claughton Road, 
Birkenhead, Merseyside. 
Coming soon ~ games for VIC 20, Commodore 64, ORIC, 
Spectrum and Atari. (Ret HCW} 

pocccn--------------------- 

Cosmic Defender — for the BBC model B 
“thought | could do it... now I'm not so sure, ‘Hang on to 
‘em at all costs’ were the orders from star command, it 
could cost me more than | bargained for! Even with the 
best star fighter in the galaxy! I've got to hang on... keep 
going... must fight.... but for how long?. 

Defend the federation Plasmaton fuel dumps from the 
mindless suicide pilots of the alien battlefieet. Use your 
cosmic starfighters weaponry and hyperspace to destroy 
the evil enemy ... but watch your fuel, bonus points and 
fuel cost blood!!! How long can YOU hold out in this fast 
action game by Anthony Rafferty. 

Bandit - for the Dragon 32 
Ruthless ... that's the only way to describe it, try your luck 
against the meanest fruit machine in the universe. 1,000 
credits and you break the bank. It’s not easy, but then, you 
wouldn't expect it to be would you??? 

You can almost feel your pocket getting lighter in this 
full feature fruit machine game. Based on a real 20 
symbol per reel machine, this superb simulation displays 
excellent high res colour graphics and realistic sound: 
random hold and nudge facilities, with the meanest, most 
vicious gamble feature in the west! without doubt, the 
most compulsive addictive fruit machine on the market. 
Specifically for people with deep pockets and money to 
burn, 
Game design and dragonware: R. Lowry 

Soft Joe’s is the one for me, please rush me ( ) copies of 
ClAcneanMutoids | ForBBC  CiBandit | For 
OCosmic Defender }ModelB Sniper | Dragon 32 
(tick box). 
| enclose cheque/P.O. for £ 
Software. 
Name 
Address 

payable to Soft Joe's 

Post coupon to: Soft Joe’s Software, Business Centre, 
Claughton Road, Birkenhead, Merseyside. 



THERE'S ROOM FOR 
EVERYONE AT THE BIGGEST 
ZXMICROFAIR 
OFALLTIME! 

a THe \ 
sea THING or ND, | \ \ Sew FRMUcROS!) Cc 

Wig, 

\Ge Twice as big as the last show! 4 
se Even more exhibitors and interesting new I HOW T0 GET TO THE == 

NGr computer products! I BIG SHOW. 

nt Plenty of space to move, eat, drink and | 
a=" relax! inet 

i Biggest value from any exhibition — 
admission £1 (50p for kids under 14)! 

Choice of hardware, software, books 
\G= peripherals, programs — even 2 bring-and- 
"buy sale! 

3. 

yy 

ZR\GE at big car park! 
as ry Ge Exhibition hall in parkland — big space — 

© AcuANORA PAUICE 
avi ¢ Big choice of “how to get there’ — rail 
ZR\ OF" road, bus, tube, foot — see right! © wanes cx0ss 

ts = Big day out for all the family! . Te 
paTISH RAIL 
LEXANORA PALACE 1G Big savings on most manufacturers’ “show 

offers’. 420 HIGHBURY ISLINGTON 
# cones cross 

@ verona 
© W000 GREEN 

© Fonseuny PARK 
© runes cross 

"ALEXANDRA PALACE, wearanong P28 ___g rono cicus 
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Champion- 
ship Darts 
Dragon 32 

£5.95 

Shadow Software, 8 Hallgate, 
Thurnscoe, Nr. Rotherham, 

This clever implementation of the 
popular pub game makes it 
possible to get involved in the 
exciting atmosphere of a 
championship darts match 

Mrivhour knocking chunks. of 
plaster out of the kitchen wall! 

The initial screen gives you 
the choice of starting play or 
viewing the instructions — which 
are almost unnecessary as playing 
the game is simple yet very 
effectively done, You start a 
match by entering the names of 
the two players and selecting who 
throws first. 

The playing screens consist 
of a realistic dartboard drawn in 
hi-res, and an area that contains 
information on the players’ 
current score, who is throwing, 
how many darts are left o throw, 
and a scoring table at the bottom: 
of the screen. 

Throwing a dart is carried out 
in two steps. Firstly, a spat moves 
very quickly around the 
dartboard and you select the 
umber you wish to aim at by 

stopping that spot over that 
number by hitting any key. 

Having done that, a small 
cursor moves rapidly across the 
scoring table which has doubles, 
trebles and so on marked on it, 
and once again you must stop the 
cursor to determine your score on 
that throw. 

‘Sounds simple enough, but 
it proved to be an absorbing task 
trying to score that magic treble 
twenty! There are some simple 
sound effects in the game 
culminating in a splash of colour 
and sound when you hit 180! 

~€D, 

instructions 80% 
playability 
graphics 80% 

85% value for money 

your micro 
— = 
Our team of reviewers assesses 
a selection of programs which 

mimic real-life games 

Go 
48K Spectrum 

£5.50 

Work Force, 140 Wilsden 
Avenue, Luton, Beds 

In this computer version of the 
most famous board game in the 
world, the players no longer have 
to handle any money, or throw 
the die, These menial tasks are all 
done by the computer, leaving 
the kitchen table and the players’ 
hands free for more important 
things, like drinking beer and 
eating sandwiches 

Leave room on the table for 
a small note pad. though, to keep 
track of what you have bought. 
Although the programme will 
give you a sting when asked for, 
it will nat give you one when you 
most need it'such as when buying 
houses ete 

Almost everyone must know 
how to play this game, so all you 
have to do is respond to the com- 
puter prompts. You should have 
no problems when loading, and 
there is a SAVE option which has 
certainly got the edge on the 
original game. Remember having 
to pack it up just when you were 
winning? 

The layout of the board ison 
screen all the time you are play- 
ing. One small criticism of the 
graphics — some of the displays 
are difficult to read because of an 
ill-chosen combination of paper 
and ink. Other than that, it is as 
playable as the board version and 
still very a good family game for 
wet Sunday afternoons (at least, 
that’swhenweplayit). BB. 

instructions 60% 

playability 90% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 100% 

Yoahtzi 
48K Spectrum 

£5.50 
Work Force, 140 Wilsden 
Avenue, Luton, Beds 

From two to six players can 
take part in the game, which is 
based on the roll of five dice. The 
screen display is divided into two 
parts, the upper half showing the 
faces of the dice from one to six, 

and the lower half poker dice 
scores from four of a kind to a 
high run. Each player has three 
“throws”, with a hold on each 
die if required. 

‘At the end of the three 
throws you must take an option ac- 
cording to what is on the dice 
faces — so if you have four sixes 
you can take the sixes option or 
the four of a kind option, but the 

option can only be used once, A 
chance option gives you the value 
of the five faces of the dice added 
together. Five of a kind gives you 
a Yahizi. 

Two points that annoyed 
me. There is a printed line infor- 
ming you that you should use 
keys: 1 to $ for holding, and 1 
would have liked to have seen a 
longer delay for the print on 
sereen. And at the point when 
you have completed your threg 
throws, the game positively races 
on to the next player's go — a 
longer delay before moving on 
would be a great improvement. 

B.B. 

instructions 10% 
playability 95% 
graphics 85% 
value for money 100% 

zkkKk & 

Copycat games for 

Golf 
Dragon 32 

£7.95 

Salamander Software, Dept C, 
27 Ditchling Rise, Brighton 

This game offers you the choice 
of a straight matchplay competi- 
tion between two players, or a 
‘one player game using the 
Stableford points system. All 
rules and general instructions are 
adequately explained in the four 
page leaflet, and 1 found it 
worthwhile reading it fully before 
starting a game, 

The extra hazards you 
would expect in a real game of 
golf such as the wind and the 
rough have been simulated to 
make the game as realistic as 
possible. The colour graphics on 
the Dragon are used to define the 
fairways, of which there are nine 
different layouts, and the traps 
you must avoid such as bunkers 
and out-of-bounds are 
highlighted clearly enough. 

A maich can consist of nine 
or eighteen holes. On each stroke 
you are first given the chance to 
choose the direction you wish to 
hi the ball, and this is followed 
by a selection screen on which 
you choose your club for the 
stroke and how hard you want to 
hit the ball. Once you've reached 
the putting green you are 
full hi-res display showing the 
hole and the position of your ball.” 

Doing my first round proved 
that I've never been on a golf 
course before, but this game was 
simple to play — even though 1 
was given a handicap of twenty- 
two! You can also select your 
own handicap if you wish. 
Overall, a good simulation of the 
game that would interest both the 
proand theraw beginner, 

cD. 

instructions 90% 
playability 85% 
graphics 73% 
value for money 80% 
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48K 

SPECTRUM 

£6.95 

SHARES £6.95 

NUTRION £6.95 

2 MULL CLOSE, OAKLEY, BASINGSTOKE, HANTS, 

DONTMISSTHIS 
INCREDIBLE OFFER! 

YES, 50 GAMES! °*: atte ral 
FOR YOUR MICRO 

SPECTRUM 
ZXB1 LYNX 
DRAGON 
ATARI Vite 20 

ge | ERSERDE GG. 
Pi 

"SUPPLY CASSETTE 50 FOR, 
Tenclose cheque/P.0. 

Co ———— 
Address - 
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DIGITAL 
vi IC 20 CASSETTE DECK 
commonone ATAREALISTIC PRICE 

Allow 7 Days Delivery 
* Fully Compatible 

* Requires no additional 
Hardware 

+ All Cables Included 
* Simply Plug into your VICI 

SPECTRUM 
QUICKSHOT 
JOYSTICK 

*Interface unit only, availabieforuse £11.99 
with your own Atari type Joystick.only + £1.00 PEP 
ZSDATEL ‘27HOPE STREET, HANLEY. STOKE ON TRENT 

ELECTRONICS reve ans” now 

TRS80 LY.2 — 
ZX SPECTRUM — ZX81 
sal LIBRARY TAPE 

25 gest props on one packs— Sur War, Guat Machine, Breakout, 
Trap It, Population Samulaticn, Codon of Doom, Houscbreak, Towers of 
Hanci, ‘Butterfly Chase, The Vauit, Yabeace. Mache. Calendar, Amazing 3D 
Mauss, 3D Noughts & Croses, Jackpor Bart. Hargnan — musa, bible, 
history & spon, Masermind, spding. Dury, Rexrds Fi and Time Warrior 
We only have room here to fully dexribe one prograrene, please don't hesitate 
however, 1o phone or write for ful axis of all the programmes. 
HOUSEBREAK:— You hve entered 2 house at 
Money and any Gold and Saver ems 
must avoid bumping into the furninure 

ate 0 rob of 

fowse is generated each time the 
The fall casete of 25 programmes is st 
to you for only £8.98! 
Trade eniies wesomal 
Tephone John Wison on 0608-3069 
SPARTAN SOFTWARE = 

(DEPT 10) 
9 Cotswold Terrace, L 

Qhipping Norton, Oxon. 



NEW RELEASE 
- ‘JAWS REVENGE’ 48K 

SPECTRUM Disappointed with 
his box office returns JAWS 
brings his GORY HABITS to 
the SPECTRUM in his very 
own ARCADE GAME, JAWS. 
eats his way through a mixed 

At last — a printer for every Pocket! aye eee 
mer JAWS 1 MICROMAX — SPECIAL the FAST HOVINerat of 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER CHARGES, EXPLODING 
ONLY £69 + VAT adRLYESHAHARPOONS, = BASE INVADERS. 

' LIVES! SCRAMBLE type SEA gent ONE SE SHE MST SPEED SELECTABLE... <BE5, suet ana ai ADDICTIVE”, 16e48K 
SERIAL OR PARALLEL BONUS IVES, FasTEN "Space INVADERS.” 

' INTERFACES AND CABLES once HAVOC ON THE FORTHE SPECTRUM, SHIELD ee sete: “Sia ¥ 
SPECTRUM £5.95 ONLY POST FREE 
VIC... DRAGON ETC . YAHTZI 

4K SPECTRUM. All 
TO 24 STANDARD OR evaleeae dee gimeot up . ! 

‘ ENHANCED CHARACTERS Srpraphics rom GARRY, KENNEDY. No extras required PER LINE.... up to SIX PLAYERS can compete or practise i you 
; IWPIRe, SCORE SHECT an SORE SHEET and 8.2.8, please for details to 30 Lake Street i» ': NCE THROWER: Gee ond LEIGHTON BUZZARD Bods Tel 0525 378600 2 eee le games cupboard for just 

£5.50. 48K only 
WORK FORCE, 140 WILSDEN AVE, LUTON, BEDS 

HAVEN HARDWARE 
ZX PRODUCTS & JUPITER ACE 
SAE for details. 4 Asby Road, Asby. Workington, Cumbris CA14 AA. Prices include VAT and P&P Some of the products are also available trom the following agents: THE BUFFER SHOP 374A STREATHAM HIGH ROAD. LONDON SW16 MICROWARE. § ST PETER'S LANE, LEICESTER. PHILLIP COPLEY Hi, 7 CLIFFARD COURT, OSSETT, WEST YORKSHIRE. 
ig TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
280 & 2x81 HAROWARE 
Repeating Key Module KIT £3.95 BUILT £5.95 IAS reviewed by Popular Computing Week!y) 
Inverse Video Module KIT £2.95 BUILT £4 50 IAS reviewed by Popular Computing Week/y 
Keyboard Beoper Module KIT £6.95 BUILT £8.50 
Keybosrd Entry Module KIT (2.95 BUKT £4.95 
InpuvOutputPon KIT £10.95 BUILT £14.96 
(Can be used with 16K RAN and printer without motherboard} 

Programmable Charecter Generator KIT £17.95 BUILT £24.95 
3K Memory Expansion BUILT for only £12.00 The most reliable memory expansion available, 
Full Size Keyboard with Repeat Key The first of ite kind 
Built version plugs in. KIT £19.95 BUILT £24.95 
2X Edge Connector 23:Way Long gold plated pins £2.95 2X Spectrum version £3.50 
2X SPECTRUM SOFTWARE CASSETTES Fruit Machine Colour graphic representations of fruits. Including HOLD and GAMBLE. £4.95, 
Solitaire Alpha-Numeric move entry. £4.95 
Patience The popular card game (cheat rool). £5.96 
Mancala The Chinese Logic Game. £5.95 
REPULSER Repel the slien invasion. £4.95 WE ALSO STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, ETC 
ia Access Card Orders Accepted “"™" 

Ring 094 686 627 
(24 hr. ANSAPHONE) Dekh 

STOP PRESS!! ace tana 
2X SPECTRUM input/output port. The kit £11.95. Built £15.95. Plugs ‘onto the back of the spectrum doesn't require motherboard. (uses BASIC in and out commands) Hewi? 

HIRE 
VIC 20 SOFTWARE 

CASSETTES 
£1.40 INC. P+P PER FORTNIGHT 

CARTRIDGES 
£2.50 INC, P+P PER FORTNIGHT 

£10 
For TWO YEARS wmemeersuip 

i ALL SOFTWARE HIRED WITH 
MANUFACTURERS PERMISSION. 
Send £10.00 membership fee on full money-back 
approval (cheque or P.O. made payable to C.E. Bird) 
In return we will send you a folder containing your 

. membership card, informaton sheet, supply of order 

. forms and catalogue of programs (including descrip 
tions of all software). 
Or send £1.00 for catalogue and further details, 
refundable against your membership fee upon join: 
ing. 

VIC 20 USERS SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
11, NEWARK ROAD, 
BREADSALL ESTATE, 

DERBY. DE2 4D) 
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for 
your 
micro 

These new 
releases all 
demand 
cunning, not 
brute force.Our 
review team 
give you their 
ratings after 
pitting their 
wits against 
them 

Chalksoft, Lowmoor Cottage, 
Tonedale, Wellington, Somerset 
TA21 OAL 
You are the head of that well- 
known tribe, The Inkosi, and 
your aim istorule successfully for 
ten years. 

As ruler you ‘are nearly all- 
powerfull. 

While being a successful 
leader means trying to maximise 
the amount of food and cattle 
available to the tribe, problems 
and calamities are not far off. 
War, harvest failures, the wit- 
chdoctor, hunters & raiders, rats, 
and different rates of population 
growth, all underline the point 
that aleader’slifeisnot alwaysan 
easy one! 

If more than one third of the 
tribe starves or the population 
growsto more than 3000, then the 

‘hdoctor quickly ends your 
leadership days. PC. 

instructions 80% 
y 50% 

50% 
value for money 30% 

Pioneer Trail 
16K 2X81 
£3.95 

Quicksilva, 13 Palmerston Road, 
Southampton 

Billed as a “Mind Game"', 
Pioneer Trail is set in America in 
1847, Your objective is to travel 
the 2,000 miles from Missouri to 
Oregon, but your funds are 
limited, and there aresundry 
hazards to hinder you. 

Your control over the game 
is mainly in making constant 
decisions on whether to stop and 
stock up with more food, clothes, 
supplies and what have you. Too 
little and you starve/freeze/dicof 
snakebite for lack of serum, Too 
much and you risk losing the lot 
in a buffalo stampede. 

‘Apart from that, the game 
pretty much carries on without 
you 

For example, “You see 
travellers in the distance", an- 
nounces the screen. “They look 
hostile. Do you want to 
fight/run/build a barricade/con- 
tinue?"* Don't fret too much 
about which to choose — it 
makes no difference. 
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Unless you choose to fight 
— in which case you get into 
shooting match. 

‘What you haveto do in these 
is press, as fast as youcan, the key 
corresponding to the let- 
ter/number a creature moving 
across the screen. When it comes 
to telling the ZX81's S from 5, or 
Q from zero, it's mainly a test of 
how well you've adjusted thetv. I 
found, could do quite badly at 
this and still be told: “Good 
shooting. You scared them off" 

Worse still are the fittle 
messages that flash up. “Rat- 
tlesnake!"” it says. Then before 
you've had a chance to finish 
reading the message, let alone do 
anything else, it announces “You 
killed it”. Who, me? 

‘Never being good at balanc- 
ing my budget at the best of 
times, 1 invariably starved to 
death after 900 miles or so, 
whichever of the 20!evels I played 
on. 

CG. 

instructions 0% 
playability 30% 
graphics 20% 
value for money 65% 
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Computasolve, 8 Central 
Parade, St Marks Hill, Surbiton 
Surrey KT6 4P5 

Making an entertaining game 
without sound or colow 
today’s market is hard, so 
Newbrain users will be pleased to 
find both entertainment and 
educational qualities in this 
package. 

The 19K of coding and i 
teresting use of the low resolution 
graphics available in the 
Newbrain along with hardware 
editing facilities must add to the 
g00d value. 

If you expect just “load” to 
work, it won't, so read the sparse 
but adequate instructions 
carefully. If it doesn't rus 
without error, try adding a piece 
of code (FOR N=1 to 25 
(CLOSE/N:NEXT N). 

Miner itself is an enhanced 
form of Monopoly, in which you 
have to beat a target you set 
yourself in a time you set yoursetf 
and at a choice of three speeds. 

You are given mine work 
ings at the start of the game and 
the opportunity to add to these 
as well as transport facilities to get 
the units of production from the 
mine to a wharf and then 
warehouse. 

The value of the units in 
creases depending on their loca: 
tion, but in moving them by 
lorry, barge or ship you incur the 
random possibility of piracy, a 
cident and disaster. As your 
funds increase by selling units 
you can add more workings and 
transport to make your income 
‘mount up faster. AH. 

instructions sors 
playability 70% 
graphics 30% 
value for money 80% 

r= 

COMPUTASOLVE 

Star Trader 
Newbrain 

£8.50 

8 Central 
Hill, 

Computasolve, 
Parade, St Marks 
Serbston, Surrey 

Pexpetual Insignificance” is 
the cost of failure in this text 
adventure game. Starting with a 
sodest 17500 credits and five 
cargo shuttles , you have 40 
dey to make a profit so vast 
that your sponsors will consider 

omthy of membership in 
the Federation of Space 
Traders, 

Three well-presented text 
eplays give full information 
om the current prices in the solar 
symtem. details of shuttle 
jowtmeys and cargoes, and 
Gemances between the planets. 
Helpfal prompts assist in 
beying and selling, and ‘news 
fasbes’ tell you of events 
affecting prices, journey times, 
or cargoes 

After 40 ‘days’ the, 
competer evaluates your 
performance. 

The program loaded easily 
from cassette and included a 
page of on-screen instructions 
and information before starting 
the game. No bugs were found, 
bet there was one annoying 
spelling mistake (WNAT 

ead of WANT) and when 
playing at the fast speed some 
Of the mews flashes “flashed” so 
briefly it was impossible to read 
them. 

Generally an interesting 
and unpredictable, but slightly 
‘overpriced game of interplanet- 
arycommerce. P. 

instructions 50% 
playability 0% 
graphics 40% 
value for money 30% 



TEXAS INSTRUMENTS <& 

THE AMAZING TI99/4A 

AMAZING SPECIAL DEAL 
THE AMAZING TI99/4A endo an Sune for £183 16 colours, Fine graphic resoution of 256 « 182 

t TIS9/GA before the 

TI99/4A Games Cartridges Ti Invaders € 23.95 Parsee £ 23.95 Alpiner £ 23.95 Chisholm Trait € 23.95 Munehmon’ £ 2395 ion card £159.95 Video Chess £4395 Speoch synthesizer £ 49.95 Tombstone City C2395 Joysticks: £ 24.95 Adventure (Cartridge + Pirate Cassette cable £ 9.95 Adventure game} £ 2395 Mini memory cartridge £ 80.95 
Extended BASIC cartridge £ 80.95 
Editor Assembler disk + cartridge £ 80.95 

ORDER BY ALL THE ABOVE PROGRAMMES 
CAN BE ORDERED BY POST TELEPHONE 
ae Access and Barclaycard 

holders may order by 
phone: 01-937 6258 

“THESE ITEMS CANNOT BE ORDERED BY POST. PERSONAL CALLERS AT THE VIDEO PALACE ONLY. 

BIG IN LITTLE COMPUTERS 
TH IONE AO) Ore 
HEMEL) FILJILE 

62 KENSINGTON HIGH ST LONDON W8. 



SS Ss eee ee 
VIDEO GENIE/TRS-80 PROGRAM 

Many computer golf games allow 
you you to play in ways that just 
aren't realistic. 

For example, you would not 
use a driver to extract a ball froma 
bunker. Yet this is often allowed. 

In my game, which runs in 
16K on the Video Genie and 
‘TRS-80 models I and Ill, I have 
tried to be as realistic as possible. 

These restrictions are builtin 

© If the ball is in a bunker the 
proper club must be used or the 
shot will be fluffed 

@ In trees you are given the 
choice of playing the shot — with a 
$0 per cent chance of success — or 
dropping out with a one-stroke 
penalty and having the ball moved 
clear. 

Variables 
SO start address of video memory 
(Constant) 
BX,BY X, Y ball co-ordinates 
FXAFY X, ¥ Mag co-ordinates 
H hole number 
NP number of players 
P player number 
S$ stroke play or match play in- 

WA two dimension array holding 
the'*from'" and “to” limits of any 
water hazard on the current hole 
WS first dimension subscript into 
WA 
TA,TS as above, bi 
hazards 
DH distance hit 
WE wind effect 
WD wind direction 
AN angle for shot 
AO angle offline 
CLclub 
NX,NY Horizontal and vertical 
vall movement, calculated from 
distance hit and angle 
X,Y NX and NY converted to 
number of graphics blocks 
XU,YU unsigned values of X, ¥ 
‘OB out of bounds indicator 
CA card array, holds strokes 
taken by each player and par for 
hole 
The following are all two element 
arrays holding th eindicated data 
for each player: 
PS players initials 
PT problem type 
BX,BY X, Y ball co-ordinates 
BP absolute ball position (screen 
location) 
OCold contents of screen location 
ST strokes taken on current hole 
The few remaining variables are 
used as temporary storage. 

You'll believe you are onthe | 
golf course with a club in your 
hands. Mike Parks wrote his 
realistic golf game forthe | 

Video Genie and TRS-80 models | | 
and Ill. All that’s missing is the 

clubhouse... 

© Ifthe ball lands in water or out 
of bounds — off the screen — a 
penalty stroke is added and the 
ball re-played 

© Trying to use a wood out of the 
rough will result in a fluffed shot 
going only 20 yards. 

To add more realism two 
players can take part and use 
cither the stroke play or match 

generated wind 
for each hole 

makes the game reasonably 
id adds variety for new 

inputting number of 
players and scoring system, each 
player is asked which is to give 
most problems. 

Hook or slice means the ball 
is deflected le 
degrees respe 
putting 

Poor distance reduces each 
shot by 20 per cent 

Problems with bunker shots 
means a sand iron will be the only 
effective club from a bunker 

Putting problems means 
putts will vary in distance up to 20 
per cent. 

When the first hole is 
displayed you are asked for club 
and angle — club details are 
continuously displayed. If using 
an iron, percentage of swing is 
entered, NEWLINE giving 100 
per cent. Angle for the shot is 
between Oand 180 degrees positive 
(up) or negative (down), 
NEWLINE giving 0. Club 
selection can be aborted by 
inputting an asterisk as percentage 
or angle. 

The game uses the normal 
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drawlayout of cme tele 
initialisation: regaess sumer of players, players’ in- 
itials, stroke or match play, difficulty ‘ 
draw hole layout, print text, generate and display 
wind direction ad force 
request and iepet cla and, with iron, percentage of 
swing 
requests angle of shot (GOSUB 500), increments and 
displays strokes (GOSUIB 495), checks if ball is in 
bunker and, if se, whether club is suitable 
checks if ball & i trees and randomly determines 
result of shot 
calculates distance tht and adds angle offline, 
calculates X, ¥ vatlos for wind 
calculate X and ¥ vates for shot, check if off screen 
move ball acroms screen * 
check if all was oat off bounds or in water, if so reset 
and increment strokes 
checks if ball i in Bake, Sf so updates score card and) 
displays message : 
check if any ball tsi oe, otherwise see which ball if 
furthest and set player code 
check if ball is om green. Eft, request putting strength 
and calculate distance 
check, display stamasof bail ft trees, option to drop 
‘out or play. On drop out move ball up or down until 
clear 
executed at end of eact inle, show status so far and 
determine who leads off mext 
executed at end of game, display scores 
text strings (see 240) 
sub-routine flashes ball at current location and ques- 
tion mark at location given by QP and wait for input 
checks if bal is in hazard. Old contents (OC) valueus- 
ed to check for bunker ot rough and boundary arrays 
for trees or water 
calculate distance from bole 
increment and display strokes 
request and input angle : ; 
clears previous club details, displays which player's 
tum 
delay sub-routine 
data for layout of each hole ares 
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T I JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 
“‘Have joy with stick’’ 

This unique interface enables you to use Atari 
Master Points, Le Stick, Wico, and Quick Shot 
joysticks on your TI. 
Just connect the joysticks of your choice and 
put the thrill back into fast action games 

ES 
SINGLE JOYSTICK INTERFACE = £12.45 
DELUXE DOUBLE INTERFACE = £15.95 

For further details, or to order an interface -7 Hazards 
please write to address below. (When ordering Ral ous 
please quote whether you require a single or =Fidlowidth track 
double interface). 

: 5 antanein To give youan arcade-style game wil GRAHAM MICRO ACCESSORIES, Som of the vinst Sdeanced Graphioet 
11-13 Long St., oie 4 ar 
Shoreditch, Se henppiea ss 
London £5-95 incpap 
E2 SH. 

All Prices include post & packing. Both items ae ae 
fully guaranteed. ms Ady Lane 

Wetherby 
W Yorks (S22 4FD 
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Lineage: 
35p per word — Trade | = 
25p per word — Private — 
Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

OME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

01-437 1002 
EXT 213. 
Send your requirements to: 
Bridgette Sherliker 
ASP LTD. 
145 Charing Cross Road, 

[ACCESSORIES | 
DUST COVERS available for any 
computer, printer, etc. BBC, TI 
Epson, £3.98; Dragon, Atar 
Vie20,” £2.95; ‘Sharp MZ-80A-K, 
£4.95, For other please phone or 

erborne Designs, Victory 
House, 8A The Rank, North 
Bradley, Trowbridge, Wilts, Tel 
02214 4425, Also made-to-measure 

Dealer enquiries welcome. 
and Barclaycard. 

|WITH MOTOR CONTROL 

Oric 1 £2.95 
BBC £2.95 
Lynx £2.95 
Dragon £2.95 
State Din to Din or Din to 

3 Jacks 
Texas TI99/4A (single 

recorder) £4.95 
CLARES: 

222, Townsfield Rd. Winsford, 
‘Cheshire CW74AX 

(060 65) 51374 

GREEN SCREEN your b.w. televi 
sion £2.65, Specially developed film 
gives green screen characters 
removes glare and eye strain. State 
screen size. Wanstead Ltd, 
Brookside, Soudley, Cinderford, 
Gloucester! 
COMPUTER ADDICTS. A‘ last, a 
purpose built trolley for the home 
computer and accessories. So conve: 
nnient to keep your equipment tidily 
on a mobile unit. How have you 
managed without one, Solid wood 
frame recessed upper& lower 
shelves. Prices from £14.95 + p&p 
8p. Send now for further inforn 
tion to Setcraft Sussex Ltd., 32 
Walpole Ave., Worthing, Sussex 
BNI2 4PL 

ADD-ONS 

ZX81_ (16K) USER DEFINED 
CHARACTER GENERATOR, 
Minimum of soldering. Redefine ex- 
isting characters in games etc. 
Suitable for 4-chip ZX8I"s. Send 
£8.99 to N. Power, 1, Anglesey 
“lose, Chasctown, Staffs. 

fnew 200, Be 200 page sagan 
ue LAAN FL WCW). FREE- 

BOOK SALE? 
IT COULD BE YOUR 
BOOKS FOR SALE 
RING 01-437 1002 
EXT 213 NOW 

ORIC USER 

BASIC PROGRAMMING. Easy 10 
und 
respond 
09285-68945 
puter Ser 
Runcorn, Cs 

EAST, LONDON and Essex Com 
puting Fair. Mid July, Pro 
fessionally run, Few resonably pric. 
ed stands available. Details 
Londex, 398 Valentines Road Ilford, 
Essen. 

ACORN ATOM 8 + 2K PSU, 
good sofiware and literature £120. 
01-864 $311. Ext: 2576 (Daytime). 
SHARP MZA0K 48K, ten months 
old, as new, manual Basic and demonstration tapes, games, etc 
£32S0.n.0. Phone Farborough Kent $1863 evenings. 
Chess computer for sale. With 
display, large number of levels of 
play, Scisys chess, Champion Mark 
V, £120 ono. Tel: 01-381 $312 
Commodore (PET) 4032 with 
manual and some software, £350 
‘ono. Hayling Island 3049, 

BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W 
H.WARE SECTION. 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOUGHT WHY NOT 
ADD-ON? MAKE SURE 
YOU APPEAR IN THE 

RIGHT SECTION 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 213. 

BBC SOFTWARE LIBRARY. 
Also purchase/buyback scheme, 60 
Plus selected popular titles. No 
membership fee, Send £2 (retur 
nable) for descriptive list. WARD 

Sutton Place, Blackpool, 

VIC SOFTWARE 
LIBRARY 

Ate you a VIC 
Why not find out more about o 
VIC 20 software hire? Hire fees star 

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY. 
Fabulous MPFII 64K, Apple. 
‘Compatible computer £240, Printer 
£179, Large Keyboard £39.50, 
Joystick £17.25. Postage & Packing 
£2.00. Hurry while stocks last 
Crosso Supplies, 148 Barrack 
Road, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 
2BD. Tel, (0202) 486 207 
ZX SPECTRUM for sale. Price 
£100 0.n.0. Contact Mr 1 MacCor 
mick at weekends. Telephone 
Kilmarnock 24834. 
Second hand home and business 
‘computers bought and sold. Apple 
equiptment always in stock and 
wanted. Bracknell (0344) 84423, 

at just £2.50 per week, and we offer 
large selection of the best 

available 
Full details write or phone, 

reek and Poke Software Supplies, 
110 Drummond Steet, London NWI 
Telephone O1-380 1213/651-2861 

We also stock Atari 400/00 Software 

ECLIPSE SOFTWARE SPECTRUM LIBRARY— 
toe: £1 for Foot Weeks. SAE for 

ne eataloger. 
fe Pan Dave, 

Spectrum software library. Many 
tapes for hire, £5 membership, 
£1.40 per fortnight. Send SAE for 
details, R.R. Aldridge, 45 Maiden 

London WC2H 0EE 

Erlegh Avenue, Bexley, Kent. 
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To Hire a Computer from 2X81 
upwards, ring or write Co: Business 
and Computer 292 
Caledonian Rd, Tel 
01-607 0157. 

[RECRUITMENT _| 
PROGRAMMERS: 

WANTED 

Services, 
NI IAB. 

Experienced Microcomputer programmers 10 help us produce a set ‘OF programs in these machines 
Commodore, BBC, Atari, Dragon 
Age sot mportani, experience with 

© machines i, da you have the 
tor write BASIC and Machine 

I you are interested in taking a fol Limve position, either permanent of 
‘Morton on 1-874 

ASK London 
House, 68 Upper Richmond Road, 

London SWIS 2RP. 

AUTHORS 
WANTED 

you can write programs bu 
Unilties, gamer for New Ba 

Commodore 64, Epson HN:20, Ataeh 
40M ROH, contact us naw for bevt 

prices 
Phocnis Publishing Asso 

14 Vernon Road, 
Bushes WD2UL 
Tel: (0923) 32109, 

ED) CONPUTES 

SALES STAFF 
REQUIRED 

Dut to the continuing expansion of 
ur chain of Home Computer shops 

Wwe require additional staf 
Computer shop Sales M 

for Luton and Newbury b 
+ Computer shop Sales 

Tor Surbiton and Luton 
The positions include the selling of Home and Personal Computers 
therefore all applicants must have 

‘etal experience. 
Written applications should be 

addrested 1) 
Me P.S. Klecha, 3D Computers, 230 
Tolworth Rise, South Tolworih, 

‘Surbiton, Surrey WTS 9NB, 
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fay 
[We are enibarking on an exciting 
adventure and requite top quality 
Eames programmers to come with us 

Tf'you think you've got what it 
takes then lets hear from you — before 
welift off 

Tapei/demos etc. 10 Soft Joes 
Business. Centre, Claughton Road, 

Rirkemhead, Merseyside L4] 6EF 
(081.647.8616 

Programmers A great new idea. We 
are a professional marketing and 
distribution company. If you want 
to make real money contact G.M. 
Smith, Dept. 10., Smith Har 
rowden Associates Ltd., 39 Darn 
ford Close, Walsgrave, Coventry 
Tel. (0203) 611477, 
Caledonian Computer Consult 
ants provide programming con 
sultancy and training courses in 
Basic held regularly for beginners 
upwards, 292 Caledonian Road, 
London NI IBA. Tel. 01-607-01S7 

NATIONWIDE 
SHOPS & DEALERS 

HARDWARE BASIC 
EATARI 

SOFTWARE GUARANTEED, 

STEVE'S COMPUTER 
COMPANY LTD 

45 CASTLE ARCADE, CARDIFF, 
Tel: 0322 — 41905 

OPEN: Mon — Sal, 9 — 3.30 
FOR COMPONENTS TO. 

COMPUTERS 

WEST DEVON 
ELECTRONICS 15, Suton Road, Horrabedge von 

Tel: Vetverton (ORD) ASD ragon wale and ers ke Alf repairs cared out cr own worishop 

We are currently looking for 
original preferably debugged game 
and utility programs. Anything 
from ‘AK to 24K is acceptable. If 
you have any programs that fit 
those criteria call us on 085 982 239 
to discuss remuneration. Bamby 
Software, Leverburgh, Isle of Har- 

ris, PAS TX. 

DRAGON/TANDY 
COLOR COMPUTER NEWS 
The 6409 journal from the USA packed 
With progs, has reviews exclave for 

Tandy aed Braga Single cops £2.48 ine 

Visit the Computer Junk Shop at 
10, Waterloo Road, Widnes 
Halon, Cheshire, Tel 
051-420-4590. 

Computer and Chips Ltd, Feddinch 
Mains, Andrews, Fife. Tel. (0334) 
76206. Stockists of the lotec “lona’. 

‘olour Genie etc 
IMO Computer Centre 39-43 Stan- 
dish St. Burnley. Tel. $4299. Open 6 
days. Specialists in home and 
business computers. ACT Sirius 
Canon/Transtec/BBC/Acorn/~ 
Atom/Oric and others and peri 
pherals for most micros. 

The Largest necks of Home Compaier SEiteare in the North het 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
‘STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782268620 

COMPUTER 
TAPES 

Quality at reais prises. 10sC10"s a 
ES p-+p S0p. Full range in stock, send 
ISAE for list, 

We abso offer a copsing service 1] 
Suplicate al 
pe B+ 9 Up ood discous Sifered to] 

programmers 

Heath Microware, 4, Gateacre Ave Osnesiry, Shropshire, (0691) 682636 

SPECTRUM COMPILER 

few 100 times. Works in bo 
J48K. Handles most basic commands 
and also features a sound generator 
for games plus minipet 
plus selected. screen x 
many both 16K and 48K versions for 

£7.99 (all ic.) 

Wye Valley Software, 
Parton House, 

Kinnersley, Hereford 
HHIR3 ONX. 

THE TEXAS 
PROGRAM 
BOOK 

35 programs for the T199/4A Games, 
hhome and business programs with 3D 

‘maze, anagrams, space invaders, filing systems, Send £5.48 (inc. PAP) 
cheque’ PO. Phoenix Pub. Associates, 14 Vernon Road, Bushey 

Wb? IL 
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All your cassette needs, Blank 
cassettes C1S with case 40p each. 
Cassette labels in blue, white of 
yellow 20 for 60p. Library cases 9p 
each. Postage on each complete 
order Sp. Stonehorn Lid 
(H.C.W.) $9, Mayfield Way, 
Barwell, Leicester LE9 SBL 
ATARI 400/800 "Supaki 
risk losing your favourite prog 
Supaklone copies most M/C-Basic 
casseties (including bootable) 
£15.95 (postfree). Supaklone, 
Trent Ave. Huntinion, York YO3 

“CLON! 

oe CLONE nil COPY ban iad STANDARD TAPER 
‘CLONE 

BE RELOADED AFTER LONE copies TAPES 
BROREN INTO. USE our 

WORK FORCE, 183, WILSDEN AVE LUTON, EDs 
MZ-80A MZ-#0K PROGRAMS. 
Business, utility, games 
educational. List SAE: DCS, 38 
South Parade, Bramhall 
Stockport, 

‘2X81 (16K) HERES 
Programs — no hardwate required. 
SUAME. for details 10: N. Godwin, 4 

Hurkur Crescent, Eyemouth 
Berwickihire TD1S SAP. 

Cassettes Ampex C¥0s at super dev 
count prices, six C90s for only £6.60 
inc P&P, payment with order please 
Catfish 'Pro-Tapes, $7 Richmond 
Road, Whitstable, Kent 

2X81 REPAIR SERVICE 
AT LAST NO NEED 10 WAIT 

FOR WEEKS. 
Send, your faulty 2X81 for fay 
elable repait. We will repair an 
ZXat KIT oF READY BUILT UNI 
‘Only £18.95 fully guaranteed + p +p 
ants 
Please state the nature of problem 
[Send cheque or postal order to NEXT 
COMPUTER. SYSTEMS, 89) 
HARVEST ORD. (HC Wy 
ENGLEFIELD GREEN, SURREY 
TW200QR, 

Artwork produced for cassette 
covers at reasonable rates, by ex 
perienced artist. Phone: 01-689 
evenings. 

MICRO-USER T-SHIRTS: 
EPSON SPECTRUM SIRIUS | 
SHARP SORD ZX81 ORIC | 

‘MICRO-FUN T-SHIRTS 1 = Fm User Frienaly 
2 — Have You Seen My Persherais? 
3 = BrPower 44 = Fancy 3 Quick Byta? 
‘Avatable in white pale Blue or red 

100% cotton st snat smedum. large 
xarge £3.25 each incusive Mal Ofer only from 

ne Per Cent Screens Unit 12 
Extate Grost Waterna Essen 

CLUB T-SHIRTS ALSO PRINTED 

Sinclair Spectram users! 
commercial venture for buying, sell- 
ing and exchanging programs, send 
S.A.E. for details, The Secretary, 
V.G.ES., 25 Rona Road, London 
NW3 HY 

MICRO CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

BRC A, ZX. Seer, Oe Aart dak, ViC-a0, Genie NACA. ah Ra, SATF High 

Considering insuring your 
computer? Why not write or 
phone for specialised advice with 
no obligation: K, Walker,52 
Westfield Avenue, Woking, 
Surrey, Tel. Woking 64897 
Merseyside Microcomputer Ser- 
vices. All makes of microcomputers 
& Printers repaired, O$1-630 1714, 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

DRAGON & SHARP. 
SOPTWARE 

Si FOR DRAGON — TEXT ON HIGH: APHIS! routing that produce est of cuttin anymode of Nghe 

Dragon ang Lynd} ovales paid 

OIC A8K 
cal adventure mthcolout 

OFTWARE FOR 
TANDY COLOR & 

DRAGON 

KS 

TANDY = DRAGON. All prices 
unde PAP and VAT br Posial Orders 10:- 

ELL LTD (DEPT HPW) "Franklin Road 
HADDENHAM 

BUCKS. HPIT ALE 
USED SPECTRUM SOFTWARE. 
all half price titles include Hobbit, 
Timegate, Masterfile, etc, Also the 
add on sound amplifier joystick port 
Phone Yately 874804 evenings. 
Sunrise Software: Superb selection 
for Ataris, Dragons and Spectrums, 
Free lists’ from Sunrise Software, 
25, Guitside Drive, Aberdeen ABI 
TBH. Tel 0224 37338. 



MBY SOFTWARE 
seems, Ie of Harris. PARS TX, 

Tel. 085 982313 
SNTRODUCE ORIGINAL GAMES 

FOR DRAGON 32 
[Golden Apples: Steal the apples, th 
defeat the warlock ‘3.99 
Planetary Trader: Choose your care. Jchat’stheeasybit then deliverit £5.95 
Surprise: Spells, giants, a magic ring 
butnot another ‘Lordol the Rings! 

th 
Minigames: 4 games per tap, mp but compelling! 
All tapes include Postage & Packing ‘and a no-quibble guaraniee, | Writeto usactheabove address, ring 

‘anytime between 94th. ad p.m. 
(Alteriative phone no: O85 O82. 19) 

TH99/4A games 
Sonar. Sub-Run, 
£3.25 each, £8.50 for 3. Cheques to: 
B, Baldwin, 32, Ellesmere Drive, 
South Croydon CR2 9EJ. 
WILL YOU DAREall to rescue four 
beautiful damsels from a fate worse 
than death? BBC Micro games for 
adults. £6/SAE Soft Options, 6, 
Remigius Grove, Lincoln, 

Dam Raider, 
Sheepdog Trials 

TEXAS T199/4A SOFTWARE 

SCASTLE a) SC URSE 

ARITHMETIC SPELLING TEST 

firme abd Spa Orders over tpt tee 
APEX SOFTWARE (HCW) 
TIS, Crescent Drive South, Brighton, BNI 65H 
el, Brighton (0273) 26894 

Accexs/Harcleycard welcome. 

TI99/4A (16K) 
Quality sofware on cassette 

Newmarket: Course race simulation 
‘Graphics, for up to & players), ‘starship Soper Nova: Adventure in 
space (with save tape facility) 
Facape the Mugger: (Graphics) 

{holds top ten scores and scorers) 
‘Overlord: Rule your own Kingdon 

(complete with natural disasters) 

All protrais only 44:98 ea 
SAE Tor detail chequey PO's 

P- PROGRAMS 
231 Albert Road, Jarrow NE32 SRS, 

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
TAPE 1 SUPER DEFENDER, 5 levels of 
ity hal of tame ee PLUS TRUTE MACHINE, hold” fexsre 
Fachpot, ee, escent papich. for 

Consnet 3 dames af srateny 19 challenge Your te A WS only 695, ChegiePO ve ANCO SOFTWARE (DEPT HCW), 
3° CORSEWALL ST, COATMIEINGE MES. TPN, 

CHRISTINE COMPUTING 
100% TEXAS T199/4 and 4A 

All the above £3.50 each £6.50 for 2 
£9,00 for all 3, 

Free Advice Service Given, s.a.e. for detail, 6 Florence Close, Watford, 
Herts, 

NEW2_ = 
SURKS 6 ONC a 

FUN TIME GAMES 

Bargain:-+ games only £4.50p 
inclusive VAT-PAP. Spectrum 16/48K mach chops — Ser 
Lander — Siar Rider & Hi 

of Fear 
Fun Time Games, Eastlinds, 
Jubilee Lane, L 
BSI8 7EJ 

“Pop Quiz” (1680 Sperm 4 for 
quality <casette qoesions/games 
Write to: Gordon. #1 Ericigh Road, 
Reading. Berks 
We buy sop and sell 64, 2X81 
Atari, Pet software..S.A.E. Impact 
Software, Grants Close, Mill Hill, 
London. 
TI99/44 Golé-Digper, Scere 
agent, Flak, Password. All sound. 
13.00 each or two for £4.00, PAP 
FREE. A. Hetherington, 17 
Catalina Gardens, Newtownards, 
Co, Down BT23 4RT 
ZX81 software. Bumper 7 (1K) 

Mugsy (16K) £5.95, and 
‘Space Invaders/Planetoid, (16K) 
£4.00. Send cheques/PO, to: 
OATSEED SOFTWARE, 57 High 
St. Ingatstone, Ewex M3 OAT. 
Oric-1 programs. Ferry and Oric — 
Defender £3.95. Sub Hunt, £3.50. 
Space Trader, £4.95. All three 
cassettes £10.90. Magnum 
Software. 77 Hampton Road, 
Scarborouigh, N.Yorks 

ACTION PACKED. 

ORIC 1 
PROGRAMMERS 

Highest royalty ** paid for original ogrammes. To join our 
SPECIALIST team, send tape or 

several details of your programmes 
for our offer. 
CIRO SOFT 184 Hitingbury Rd., Chandlers Ford. 

Hants. S.0.5.1.N'S 

Demon software. Please send 
S.A.E. for list to: Demon Software, 
69 Codicote Rd., Welwyn, Herts 
AL6 9TY 
TI-99/4A arcade Grand Prix for 
wnexpanded machine, £3.95 
Cheques/PO's to: Microsonic 
(HCW3), 85 Malmesbury Road, 
Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. 
Cricket lovers exciting limited over 
cricket game for Spectrum 48K, only 
£4.95 + S5p P&P. AE & SG. 
Harper, 37, Rossington Avenue, 
Borchamwood, Herts WD6 4JX, 

GAMES FOR 
CO ODORE 

Choice of new games just 
arrived from San Francisco. 

For details 
ring Bracknell (0344) 

$7399. 

LANTERN SOFTWARE 

Superb Battlestar Attack. S.A. 
details to: 4 Halfenden Road, 

Tenterden TN30 60D. 

ATARI 4007800 
Excellent sound and graphics, ‘Cassette 7.30 front 

ARCON SOFTWARE 
13 Mandeville, WASHINGTON, Tyne & Wear, 

Ata Secondhand 
software bought/sold. SAE for lists 
save 35%. Jervis, 19, Portree 
Drive, Nottingham NGSSDT, 

ARCADE STYLE 

This is a game of strategy, of forward planning. It is easy to play, fo master. If you like a challenge ow will ove this. If you want t 
your Spectrum and yourscil thea try to survive im the “alien tl 

SUPERB "ES COLON GRAPHICS, AND EXCELLE: 
SEE OUR REVIEW IN THS ISSUE. 

ONLY £4.99 INC VAT AND P&P. 
RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE, 

TO OBTAIN “ALIEN MIN SEND CHEQUE/PO's 10 
LE. APPLICATIONS LTD. (DEPT HCW) 

177 CASTLETON ROAD, 
MOTTING Seo M. LONDON. 4DE 

(+ # + SPECTRUM PROGRAMS WANTED # # #) 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAI 
Spectrum French Tutor 16K Teach 
yourself French in no time with this 
New program. Simple to use with 
full instructions. Excellent educa- 
tional value for adults/school 
children alike at only £5 (all ine, 
send cheques/P.0.'s (0 ER 
Computer Services, $3. Thurso 
Crescent, Dundee. 

‘2X81 EDUCATIONAL 

MULTIPLICATION TABLES Made Easy 
for the 
‘unespanded Vic-30 
Pra 

CHURCH LANE: WiNtHORPE, 
SKEGNESS, LINCS PEIS 1EG. 

PROGRAMS FOR 
2-7 YEAR OLDS 

Educational games for pre-school and primary children for the Spectrum 
with full-colour animation and 

sound 
COUNTING. 4° graded programs, 
[Good as frst introduction 19 numbers 

(16 48k) 
ALPHABET. Pictures for each letter ‘sith an option to present lower case letters (16 01 48K ~ please specify) 
SHAPE-SORTER. 3 programs. io aid shape recognition, observatio 

and size-sorting (16/48). 
ADD AND SUBTRACT. 3 animated ‘programs wie very fine graphics 

Fromm a simple level (16/48K), All tapes £5.28 each (rom: WIDGITS SOFTWARE 
48 Durham Road, London N2 9DT 
Jor W. H. Smith & Sons (from July), 

A word of advise 10 BASIC/Machine 
code programmers, 
Are you wasting carefully thought out 
programs on companies who fail to 
realize their market potential? we at 
Dial Grove Lid., are secking good 
quality, original, debugged games, 
unility, educational and business pe 
grams for the 2X81 (IK/16K) and 
Spectrum (16K, 418K) BBC Miceo 
(16K). We are offering an attractive 
remuneration package for the right 
programs 
Write to us at Dial Grove Ld, 104 St. 
James Si., Covent Garden, London 
we2. 
‘You willbe pleasantly surprised by our 
approach. 

WANTED 
Sevond hand software. Anything for com Pater loclding games, Ton pricey paid ing Heath Mictowse ce 60 AS24008 

Atom Software Wanted for Acorn, 
Atom, also Expansion Hardware, 
Phone Rainham (Essex) 22980 after 
6.30 pm. 
‘TI99/4A in exchange for ZX81 or 
Spectrum. WritetoC. Brown, 5 For 
thview Ave., Curry, Mid Lothian, 
Edinburgh EH14 SRA. 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

Private sles — 25p a word Trade — 3$p a word 
CLASSIFIED DEPT... HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 13S Charing Cross Rd. London WC2H OEE. Fel: Ott 

Name 
Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

The coments of this p 
programs and all copyright and other intelectual therein 5 
Publisaons Lid. All rights confecred by the Law 
operty rights and by virtue of international copy a 

reverved 10 Argus Spesialist Publications Ld and any reps 
prior written consent of the company 

1943 Argus Specialist Publications Lid ISSN Oeea99 

for LYNX, DRAGON, SPECTRUM & ZXA1 Software. 

MONSTER MINE by WE. Saccown ee me mt wi sn ack any ou 
taper onl ad Se ce ie LYM & onacon Pree pent SULTANS Maze by Cozens rier Ne 38 Me 2 Sah ie Sa’ nt 
fie me hate pst ce PRR Beacon, GEMPACK Voy WE accion fragt machine ode pam hf cole int rr yeu mv ou pao he the dud wh chm em atdot h e ina haw pou deh cha ewan fin eo pu tom tay a oka ine TYRN T BRcON CHATEAU by Pee en 
Anew type adventure, in which you must wander the Counts olf mansion in ‘earch of treasure! Of course, when the Count died Sod Bid hi reaure. he also ict tows of unpleasant surprises for those brave enough to try and seek Out his ‘iches!” Come face to face with Ghouls ad Gherts, Varaptes tnd Trot 
fun oe Cab? Will che mysterious Travel Agent suddenly appear and = lisay to far off places? Where can you fied the bey Or the lamp? Inthe bbobby-trapped? Wil you die «cold and lonely death, or will you min through lain he fantastic easuter of The Chateau? Prive (DRAGON) oes 
FUNMATHS I by Peter Chase Improve your maths while you play these five prea games! be Number Race you ‘ust beat the computer ra fend, co exactly 100 by eating the numbers. Macks 
Maze asks questions Jou work your way around the maze. Chem iba 
‘af ratioe, where pou mia two chemicals, trying otto get Bowe vp Droran ex crcnes Your silt exprening co-ordinates — you bave to find the Dragon, bid iden ina erg. Last, bat mo meane leas, ‘Simow test 
{nes /colodrs/sumbers 
Price (DRAGON) 
LYNX COMPUTING BOOK by laa Sine. Excellent book, which the bepineer ‘Baavel the LYNX many varied fearures!? 

All tits available mailorder or Acces. All cassettes desparched by return of post 
‘GEM SOFTWARE. UNIT D, THE MALTINGS, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS. Te O27) TI869 

TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME — PLEASE RING FOR DEALER PACK. 
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THE INSTITUTION OF 
ALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS 

An association which endorses the status of its 
members, encourages their high standards, assists 
their careers and promotes their interests is the 
essential foundation of every profession. 
The Institution of Analysts & Programmers is the 
leading association for those engaged in systems 
analysis or computer programming for Commerce, 
Industry or Public Service. Membership of the 
Institution, as shown by the designatory letters 
Cmpn.LAP., FLAP. MLAP. and AMLAP. is 
widely recognised and respected. The Institution is the 
supervising authority for the Copyright Register 
whose protective legal service is available to all 
(members and non-members) who write original 
programs 
If your computer practice could make you eligible to 
join the Institution or if you wish to secure your right to 
royalties through the Copyright Register write or 
telephone pe 

01 - 898 2385 
The Gen 

The Institution Of Analysts & Programmers 
WYE HOUSE, TANGIER ROAD. RICHMOND, TWlo SDW 

Secretary 

HEM 

® 

I find an invaluable ab, in helping to 

At Kiltdale we don't treat computer program duplication 
as a side line. We are the specialists. 
Since we started three years ago, we have developed a 
dedicated data duplication service that s 
second to none 
We developed specialist machine 
installed it in a clean air environment 
this with our tape, specially formulated for 
data. Add rigorous quality control and 
product and service speak for = 
themselves. No job is too large 
or too small, So if you are 
looking fordata cassette 
duplication, why don't 
you call us? 

= 

au 
a L be 

QUITE SIMPLY THE BE: 





‘ATARI PRICES REDUCED! 

Aran £159 
ATA £228 

ATARI 800 £349 
i 400/800 ew & PERIPHERALS 

FREE LITERATURE 5 ah | 
: a Ray oe no 
: ST; \ 
ee 

‘DAI4 4DX Telephone ne o1-908 eran 208 1 nos s coos oe 
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